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8.. Limiting apa-

8.1.. Introduction 

Whenn discussing the 'emphatic' pronoun apa- one should always ask why it is used at all. As 
wee wil l see, in many cases the referent of apa- is highly topical. This is most clearly seen 
whenn the referent of apa- is introduced in a relative clause that prepares the Addressee to 
acceptt the referent as the new topic of discourse. Especially in the relative clause context 
theree is often no competing referent. So why is apa- used when not to disambiguate or to 
enhancee the topic status of a referent? 

Thee previous chapter discussed among other things clauses containing the pronoun 
apa-apa- referring to highly topical, non contrastive referents. The conclusion was that this apa-
onlyy appeared in coordinate structures and that it needed to be used in order to signal to the 
Addresseee that the clause would not be finished. The coordinate structure belonged to class II 
off  the Laws, the class dealing with complex punishments with the format "the offender does 
nott only have to pay a fine, but he also has to fulfil l some other requirement." 

However,, as I stated there, apa- does not only appear in class II, but also in class III , 
ass in ex. 7.44, repeated here: 

8.11 KBo 6.2 ii 30-32, § 43, with duplicate KBo 6.3 ii 52-53 (OS laws, CTH 291), ed. 
Hoffnerr 1997: 52 
§§ 30 takku LV-as G\J4z$UiD-an zinuskizzi tamaiszan su[uez(zi)] nu GU4-^ 
KUN-a/ii  êpzi ta iD-an zdi Ü BEL G[(U4 ID-as pêdai)] nuzzza a-pu-u-un-pdt 
danUzi)}danUzi)} § 
Iff  a man is crossing a river with his ox, and another man pushes him off, grasps the tail 
off  the ox, and crosses the river, while the river carries off the owner of the ox, (the 
deadd man's heirs) shall take that (man) 

Inn order to understand why apa- with -pat is used here, I wil l study all occurrences of -pat in 
thee apodoses of the Laws. The laws of class II I do not impose a fine as in class I or a fine and 
somethingg else as in class II , but require another kind of punishment. A first investigation of 
thiss group shows that 11 out of the 23 laws in this class contain the limiting particle -pat 
"only,, even, the same (etc.)" (CHD P 212ff.). The punishments in this group of 11 are of a 
heterogeneouss kind, whereas the remaining 12 without -pat are rather homogeneous. The 
followingg table lists the types of punishments in class II I laws without the particle -pat: 

Typee of punishment 
|| No punishment at all 

Withoutt cpat 
laww 48 

i66 §§ 5, 19a, 21, 23 (b), 43, 45, 48, 49, 75, 95 (last part), 99 (last part), 170, 173a, b, 187, 188, 189, 190, 191, 
195,, 197, 198, 199. 



Punishmentt not expressed 

Punishmentt is death 

lawss 189, 190, 191, 195 (incest, 
necrophily) ) 
lawss 173 a, b (rejection of a judgment of 
thee king or a magistrate), 187, 188, 199 
(sexuall  offences with animals), 197, 198 
(rapee or adultery) 

Tablee 8.1: Class HI laws without -pat 

Thiss is a rather marked distribution. As we will see in the examples presented below, the 
crimess in the group containing the particle -pat are usually not punishable by death, unless in 
certainn cases the otherwise required punishment cannot be fulfilled. This is in contrast with 
thee laws in the table above, where in some cases death is the expected punishment or where 
theree is no punishment at all. 

Takingg the function of the particle -pat as a point of departure, it is possible to set up a 
hypothesiss to explain the connection between -pat and class III Laws with punishments other 
thann death. According to the CHD (P 212ff.) -pat is357: 

1.. Anaphoric: 'the same, the aforementioned, likewise' (CHD sub -pat 1, 2 and 3). 
2.. Counter-presuppositional. The meanings of -pat cited in the CHD lead to the 

followingg sub-division: 
a.. Replacing Focus: '-self' as in 'himself etc. (CHD sub -pat 4), 'own' (-pat 5), 

'rather'' (-pat 9), 'even, nevertheless' (-pat 10). 
b.. Restricting/Selecting Focus: 'only, exclusively' (CHD sub -pat 6). 
c.. Expanding Focus: 'likewise, also, in addition' (CHD sub -pat 7, 8). 

3.. Emphasizing: 'surely, certainly' (CHD sub -pat 11). 

Summarizing,, the core function of -pat is to indicate counter-presuppositionality of some 
kind.. Applying this to the Laws, we expect to find some kind of countering an expected 
punishmentt when -pat is used. Two types of countering come to mind given the typology 
basedd on punishments: 

1.. One expects a class I punishment, payment of a fine or person. But instead, another 
typee of punishment is required. Or, 

2.. One expects a class II punishment, payment of a fine or person and another obligation. 
Instead,, only one of them applies, the financial compensation is left out and the other 
obligationn remains. 

Inn both situations the resulting type of punishment consists of only one punishment that is 
non-financial.. Since the determining factor of class III laws is the absence of a financial 
retribution,, laws with -pat and class IE laws therefore coincide. Possibly the class III  laws are 
secondaryy laws digressing from the regular pattern of a financial punishment with or 
withoutt an extra requirement. The starting point of the discussion of apa- with -pat in this 
chapterr wil l therefore be the comparison of  l-paty laws with the other laws in the same 
categoryy (see section 8.2). 

Somee remarks on Focus are required. As presented in Chapter 21 generally follow Dik 
1997a:: 332 in his description of the different types of Focus. After the description of the 
Expandingg Focus phrase apa- with -ya 'also' in the preceding chapter there still remain 

Thee classification presented here is mine. CHD does not use the terms 'focus' or 'emphasis'. 

Excludingg the capital crimes for incest, rape and denying the authority of the royals listed in Table 8.1. 
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Replacing,, Restricting and Selecting Focus. They may be represented schematically as 

followss (Dik I.e.)359: 

Typee of Focus 
Replacing g 
Restricting g 
Selecting g 

( P A ) S S 

X X 
XandY Y 
XorY Y 

Ps s 
Y Y 
X X 
X X 

Expressionn type 
Nott X, but Y! 
Onlyy X! 
X! ! 

Tablee 8.2: Focus types 

Thee Focal use of apa- both with (sections 8.2, 8.3) and without the clitic -pat (section 8.5), 
whichh is the main interest of this chapter, cannot be classified satisfactorily as one of the three 
remainingg types of Focus. All three seem to occur indiscriminately, and sometimes it is even 
impossiblee given the context to decide which type of Focus was intended by the author. I 
thereforee introduce the notion Limiting Focus, although this certainly does not cover 
Replacingg Focus. However, I have not been able to coin a term which contrasts the three types 
withh Expanding Focus. 

Thee correlation between class II I laws and the occurrence of the particle -pat is the 
focuss of the next section (8.2). The conclusion which can be drawn from section 8.2 and 
other,, non-legal, texts (section 8.3) in section 8.4 will serve as a basis for the discussion of a 
particularr Focal use of apa- without -pat in section 8.5. The scope of -pat and word order 
patternss emerging from the use of -pat and the Focal apa- wil l be described in the sections 8.4 
andd 8.6 respectively. The overall conclusion wil l be presented in section 8.7. 

8.2.. The Focal particle -pat in legal texts 

8.2.1.. One expects to pay compensation, but is punished differently 

Inn this section I will discuss the situation where one expects a replacement and/or a fine, but is 
insteadd given another type of punishment. In each case the law containing the alternative 
punishmentt is studied against the background of the category to which the law belongs. For 
example,, given the regular punishment for homicide, -burial and replacement of the victim-, 
thee addressee comes to expect this kind of double punishment. Instead only a non-financial 
punishmentt is prescribed. In order to show that -pat indeed indicates a replacement or a 
restrictionn on the punishments in other cases, I wil l also summarily discuss the expected 
punishmentt given the other laws in the categories. The categories follow Hoffner 1997: 13f. 

82.1.1.82.1.1. The Homicide Laws (§§ 1-6 and §§ 42-44) 

Thee expected punishment in the homicide laws is burial of the victim and his replacement 
(compensation)) by means of one or more persons (§§ 1 to 4, class II) , compensation with 
landland (§6, class I), or compensation with a person or a son (§ 42, 44, class I). The remaining 
lawss §§ 5 and 43 belong to class III  and are also the only ones in the homicide laws with the 
particlee -pat. 

599 (PA) smeans 'the information that the Addressee takes for granted as estimated by the Speaker'. Ps means 
'thee information that the Speaker wants to communicate'. 
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Thee law on homicide of a merchant falls apart in two parts, of which only the last one 
containss the particle -pat: 

8.22 KBo 6.2 i 3-6, § 5 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 19 
§§ takku LÖDAM.GAR kuiski kuênzi 1 ME MA.NA KÜ.BABBAR pai parnazsseza 
suuaiezzisuuaiezzi takku INA KUR Luuiia nasma INA KUR l5RVPald 1 ME MA.NA 
KÜ.BABBARR pai assuzssettza sarnikzi nasma INA KUR {JRlJHatti  6 nuzzza 
unattallanzpatunattallanzpat arnuzzi § 
Iff  anyone kill s a merchant, he shall pay 100 minas of silver, and he shall look to his 
housee for it. If (it occurs) in the land of Luwiya or Pala, he shall pay the 100 minas of 
silverr and also, he shall replace his goods; or (if) (it occurs) in the land of Hatti, he 
onlyy shall bring the merchant (for burial) {andshall not also replace his goods)361. 

Thee payment in silver applies to all settings, that is, Luwiya, Pala and Hatti. The further 
specificationss depend on where the killin g took place, either abroad (Luwiya or Pala) or 
withinn the state borders (Hatti). If it occurred abroad the offender had to pay one hundred 
minaa and replace the merchant's ware. At home, in Hatti, the usual punishment for homicide 
applies:: pay a price (100 minas) and bury the merchant (Hoffner o.c. 171). But given the 
additionn of replacing the merchant's goods in the preceding clause, one might think that 
besidess the fine and the burial also the replacement was required. In order to explicitly 
expresss that the burial is the additional punishment besides the fine and that not also the 
replacementt of the goods is required, the restrictor -pat 'only' is added. 

Inn Laws § 42, 43 and 44 the burial of the deceased is impossible and therefore not to be 
expectedd because the body is lost on a journey (§ 42), has been carried away by the river (§ 
43)) or is destroyed in a fire (§ 44). However, we might expect the offender to give 
compensationn as in § 42. In that law someone hires a person to go on a journey. If the man 
diess on his journey while his rent was not paid, then the one who hired him has to give a slave 
ass a substitute. In § 44 the offender throws someone in a fire (accidentily?) and has to 
compensatee the dead person by means of his son. This is different however in § 43: 

8.33 KBo 6.2 ii 30-32, § 43, with duplicate KBo 6.3 ii 52-53 (OS laws, CTH 291), ed. 
Hoffnerr 1997: 52. 

takkutakku UJ-as GU4s SUW-an zïnuskizzi tamaistan su[uez(zi)] 31 nu GVA-as KUN-
anan êpzi ta iD-an zdi U BEL G[(U4 iD-as pêdai)] 32 nu^zza a-pu-u-un-pat 
dan\(zi)] dan\(zi)] 
Iff  a man is crossing a river with his ox, and another man pushes him off, grasps the tail 
off  the ox, and crosses the river, while the river carries off the owner of the ox, (the 
deadd man's heirs) shall take him instead (apun-pat) {instead of someone from his 
household). household). 

Thee offender himself has to pay by means of his freedom, instead of providing the heirs of the 
deceasedd with one or more persons from his household. Translations of -pat might be 

Hoffnerr o.c. 19 and n. 14 takes -patas 'aforementioned' contraGiiterbock 1961b: 66: 'himself'; Friedrich 
19599 with 'nur den Kaufmann* is closest to my interpretation of -pat. 

3611 Hoffner I.e. translates '...shall (also) bring...'. CHD P p. 220: 'He must bring the merchant himself for 
burial'. . 

Hoffnerr I.e. 'that very man'; Friedrich 1959:31 'eben diesen'. 
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'instead'' or 'himself. The particle -pat now indicates replacement and not restriction as in 
ex.. 8.2. 

Onee could object that this interpretation (he is taken instead of someone from his 
household)) is rather far-fetched. But as I have explained in the Introduction, the 
interpretationn of -pat does not only depend on the meaning we might assign to one clause in 
isolation,, but actually depends more on the inferences one can draw from the context. More 
supportt is gained from the following examples. 

8.2.1.2.8.2.1.2. Abduction/harboring runaway slaves (§§ 19-24) 

Thee laws 19 to 21 deal with abducting people, either free persons or slaves. The punishments 
forr abduction are presented in declining order, the severity depending on both the social rank 
off  the offender, the rank of the abducted person and the location of abduction. A summary of 
thesee laws is given in the next table: 

Law w 
19a a 

19b b 

20 0 

21 1 

Offence e 
Luwiyann abducts free person from Hatti 
too Luwiya 
Hittit ee abducts Luwiyan from Hatti to 
Luwiya a 
Hittit ee abducts slave of Hittite from 
Luwiyaa to Hatti 
Someonee abducts slave of Luwiyan 
fromm Luwiya to Hatti 

Punishment t 
Hiss estate is confiscated 

Hee pays 6 persons 

Hee pays 12 shekel 

Thee owner takes his slave back, 
theree is no compensation 

Tablee 8.3. Laws 19-21 

Thee next laws, §§ 22 to 24 deal with runaway slaves: 

Law w 
22 2 

23a a 

23b b 

24 4 

Offence e 
Iff  a slave runs away to a rather nearby 
area,, and someone brings him back 
Iff  a slave runs away to Luwiya, and 
someonee brings him back 
Iff  a slave runs away to enemy country, 
andd someone brings him back 
Iff  a slave runs away and someone 
harborss him 

Punishment t 
Thee finder is rewarded with 
eitherr shoes, or 2 or 3 sheqels 
Thee finder is rewarded with 6 
sheqels s 
Thee finder may keep the slave 

Thee offender pays one month's 
wagess to the owner r 

Tablee 8.4. Laws 22-24 

Inn both groups, the punishment or reward is generally financial (§§ 19b, 20, 22, 23a, 24, all 
classs I). I am interested in the paragraphs which express another kind of punishment or 
reward:: the laws 19a, 21, and 23b (class ÉI). In the apodoses of only these paragraphs in this 
categoryy the particle -pat appears: 

8.44 KBo 6.2 i 36-38, § 19a, emendations from KBo 6.3 i 45-47 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. 
Hoffnerr 1997: 29-30 
§§3636[(takku[(takku LÜ.U19)].LU-<w LV-n^aku MU[(NUS-n?aku mvHattusaz kuis)ki (LÜ 
URUL«0fll  3? [{ta)]iezzi nsan ANA KUR Luuii[a  (p)]ehutezzi[i(shas*sis?an)] 38 

ganesziganeszi nu É-erzsetzpat arnuzzi § 
Iff  some Luwian abducts a (free) person, man or woman, from the land of Hatti, and 
leadss him away to the land of Luwiya, and his owner (= head of household, Hoffner 
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1997:: 30 fn. 45) recognizes him, he shall bring (in) his estate instead363 (-pat) (of 
payingpaying a fine). 

8.55 KBo 6.2 i 45-47, § 21 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 31 
§§ [takk]u ARAD LU URVLuuiumanas fSTU KUR Luuiiaz kuiski taiezzi 4 6m an 
ANAANA KURURU/fatf/ uuatezzi ishas^siszan ganeszi 47 nuzzza ARAD-SUzpat dai 
sarnikzilsarnikzil NU.GAL § 
Iff  anyone abducts the male slave of a Luwian man from the land of Luwiya, and brings 
himm to the land of Hatti, and his owner recognizes him, he only (-pat) shall take his 
slave:: there shall be no compensation. 

Givenn the declining severity of the punishments, law 19a is the most severe one: the offender 
loosess his estate. The expected fine is generally financial (money or slave), but given the 
strictt formulation in the laws this implicit presupposition is made explicit by adding the 
particlee -pat to nu É-er^set arnuzzi. The Addressee is instructed to infer 'he shall bring his 
housee instead of paying compensation'. Law 21 is more explicit. The particle -pat again 
instructss the Addressee not to expect a clause like 'he pays ... sheqel'. And indeed, this clause 
iss immediately followed by 'there shall be no compensation'. This explicit denial'is probably 
neededd in order to strenghten the restriction already given by -pat because one should at least 
expectt some compensation for the temporary loss of a slave. 

Thee following law deals with returning a runaway slave to his owner. Usually the finder 
gainss a financial reward by returning a slave, but in the last part of the law the reward is the 
slavee itself. (For an explanation, see Hoffner 1997: 181.) 

8.66 KBo 6.2 i 51-53, § 23 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 32 
§§ [t]akku ARAD-as huudi n?as ANA KUR Luuiia paizzi kuis? an appa 
uuat[ezzi]uuat[ezzi] 52 nuzsse 6 GIN KÜ.BABBAR pdi takku ARAD-as huudi mas ANA KUR 
küruriküruri an[da] paizzi kuis * an appa ? ma uuatezzi nzanzza a-pa-a-as-pdt dai § 
Iff  a male slave runs away and goes to the land of Luwiya, (his owner) shall pay 6 
sheqelss of silver to whomever brings him back. If a male slave runs away and goes 
intoo an enemy country, whoever brings him back, he_ (and not the owner) shall take 
himm instead364. 

Givenn the two other laws (22, 23a) dealing with finding runaway slaves, one could come to 
expectt some financial reward after the delivery of the slave. But instead of the expected 
returnn of the slave to his owner, the finder may keep him. 

Contraryy to the preceding examples, ex. 8.6 contains the nominative apas. Translating 
-pat-pat as 'only' with scope over the subject does not make any sense here because it would 
implyy a countering of the presupposition that both finder and owner keep the slave ("The 
ownerr and the finder keep the slave" — "No, only the finder does"). Therefore -pat must be 
replacingg if it only has scope over the noun. But there is another possibility. In several of the 
otherr examples -pat has scope over the predicate, as I will show in section 8.4. If we assume 
thatt -pat has this function also here, that is, it indicates that the assertion of the apodosis is 
replacingg a presupposition 'the finder receives a reward' by means of 'the finder does X 
instead',, then it needs to be explained why the clause is formed as nsansza apas* pat dai 
insteadd of *nuzzza apünzpat dai. The solution is that there might rise some confusion 

Hoffner:: 'own estate'. 

Hoffner:: apas-pat not translated; Friedrich 1971: 23 'eben der'. 
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aboutt the referent of the subject: does the owner just take back the slave, without paying a 
rewardd or does the finder take the slave instead of receiving a reward. The first possibility 
obviouslyy is senseless, but given the explicitness in legal texts I believe that replacing apa-
hass been used to eliminate any possible ambiguity. Proof for interpreting preverbal apa-
withoutt enclitics as indicating Replacing Focus will be given in section 8.5. 

Belongingg to the same category of harboring some escapee is a draconian stipulation in 
thee treaty with Sunassura of Kizzuwatna: 

8.77 KUB 8.81 + ii 13'- ii i 2 (MH/MS treaty, CTH 41/131), ed. Petschow 1962: 242-243. 
manman L^pittean[t]ansma l4 kuiski munnaizzi n?an IN A É-Su uemiianzi m 12 
SAG.DU.HI.AA  pdi man 12 SAG.DU.[HI.A] UL uemiezzi nuzkan a-pu-un-pat 
k\una\nz\i] k\una\nz\i] 
Iff  someone conceals a fugitive, (and) they find him in his house, (then) he shall give 
122 persons. If he does not find 12 persons, they shall kil l him instead (apun-pat). 

Withinn the framework of the laws this stipulation may be considered a class HI law. Because 
thee laws show that this type of crime usually does not require the death of the offender, the 
addresseee might still expect something else. The particle -pat indicates explicitly that the 
existingg presupposition in the mind of the Addressee has to be replaced. 

8.2.1.3.8.2.1.3. Arson Laws (§§ 98-100) 

Thee punishment for arson is to rebuild the house destroyed by the fire and compensate for 
whatt was lost (§ 98, class II) , or, in case of burning a shed, rebuild the shed and feed the 
cattlee if there was straw in the shed (§ 100, class II) . Law 99 is very interesting for our 
discussionn because it shows us again a clause containing the particle -pat. The first part of the 
laww is comparable to the other laws in this category. If a slave sets fire to a house, the 
punishmentt is twofold. First, the owner has to compensate instead of the slave and the slave 
returnss to him mutilated. The situation in the last part of the law however is different: 

8.88 KBo 6.2 iv 56-58, § 99 (OS law, CTH 291, emendations from KBo 6.3), ed. Hoffner 
1997::  96 

[(takk)]u[(takk)]u ARAD-as É-er lukkezzi ishaszsis[(za s)er?s]it sarnikzi [(ARAD-
n)]zan)]za KIR l4z$u UZNAzSu kukkur[(a)skanzi) n(*an EG)]lR-pa ishizssi 
[(pian)]zi[(pian)]zi takku nattazma sarnik[(zi nu a-pu-u-unzpat suui)]zzi § 
Iff  a slave sets fire to a house, his owner shall make compensation in his place, and, 
also,, they shall cut off the nose (and) ears of the slave, and return him to his owner. 
Butt  if he (the owner) does not make compensation, he shall forfeit him (apun-pat) 
instead. instead. 

Thee owner is obviously allowed to refuse compensation, but in that case he also loses the 
rightt to keep his slave. As in law 21, it is explicitly stated that there will be no compensation. 
Soo instead of an expected twofold punishment, there is only one which replaces both. The 
clausee containing the punishment therefore shows the particle -pat. 

CHDD S: 156b 'that same person'. 

Hoffner:: 'that very slave'; Friedrich 1959: 49 'eben den betreffenden'. 
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82.1.4.82.1.4. Burglary Laws (§§ 93-97) 

Inn the burglary laws the punishment generally consists of returning or replacing the stolen 
goodss and paying a fine (class II) . The only exception is law § 93 where the burglar has not 
yett entered the house (class I). 

Law w 
93 3 
94 4 

95a a 

95b b 

96 6 

97 7 

Offence e 
Iff  a man/slave is caught at the outset, 
Iff  a man burglarizes a house, 

Iff  a slave burglarizes a house, 

Iff  a slave burglarizes a house, but the 
ownerr refuses to pay compensation 
Iff  a man burglarizes a grain storage pit, 

Iff  a slave burglarizes a grain storage pit, 

Punishment t 
Hee pays 12/6 sheqels. 
Hee returns the stolen items and 
payss 12 sheqels. 
Hee returns the stolen items and 
payss 6 sheqels, and is mutilated 
Hee returns the stolen items, and 
thee owner loses the slave. 
Hee fill s the pit with grain, and 
payss 12 sheqels 
Hee fill s the pit with grain, and 
payss 6 sheqels 

Tablee 8.5: Laws 93-97 

AA situation comparable to ex. 8.8, forfeiting a slave if the owner refuses to make 
compensationn is described in § 95b. This is different from §§ 94 and 95a where the thief has 
too return the stolen items in full value and also pay a fine. (An extra punishment in § 95a is 
thee mutilation of the slave.) 

8.99 KBo 6.2 iv 47-48, § 95 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 93-4 
§§ takku ARAD-as É-er taiezzi sakuu[assar]zpat pdi taiazilas 6 GIN 
KÜ.BABBARR pdi 45 ARAD-&7 KlRl4s$U ist[amanus z sus kukkur]iskizzi n?an dppa 
ishizssiishizssi 4 pianzi ... [takku BELz$\u tezzi serzsitzua 48 sarnikmi nu sarnikz[i 
takkutakku mimmaizma nu] ARAD-anzpat suuizzi § 
Iff  a slave burglarizes a house, he shall give back (the stolen items) precisely in full 
value.. He (the owner?) shall pay six shekels of silver for the theft, and, also, he shall 
cutt off the nose (and) ears of the slave, and they will give him back to his owner 
Iff  his owner says: "I wil l make compensation for him," then he shall compensate. But 
iff  he refuses, he shall forfeit the slave instead (of making compensation).361 

Again,, the -pat clause is explicitly connected with a statement about non-payment of a fine. 

8.2.1.5.8.2.1.5. Theft or injury to animals (§§ 57-92) 

Thee punishment for stealing or purposely injuring or killing an animal is compensation by 
meanss of a number of animals or an amount of silver (§§ 57-65, 67-69, 72, 73, 77, 78, 82-85, 
87-89,, 91, 92, all class I), or return of the body and payment of rent (§ 76, class II) . If we 

Hoffner::  'that slave'; Friedrich: 'eben den Sklaven'; CUD P p. 214: 'the aforementioned slave'. 

Thee -patys on sakuuassar in § 94 and § 95a are not clear to me. CHD S, sub sakuuassar(ra) 63 does not 
translatee -pat in § 95. 
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leavee out the legal killin g (§ 79) or legal use of an animal (§§ 86, 90), there remain a few 
lawss without punishment or with a punishment different from what is expected. 

Startingg with the former, we have laws §§66 and 71, inserted in a collection of laws 
discussingg theft. The key phrase in both laws is: 

8.100 KBo 6.2+ Hi 49-50, § 66, emendations from KBo 6.3 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 
1997:: 76-7 
isha(s)zsis?anisha(s)zsis?an uemiezzi nzanzza sakuuasara[(nzpat d)]di Nl.ZUz an 
nattanatta ëpzi § 
(Iff  a plow ox ... strays into another corral...) and its owners finds it, he shall take it in 
fulll  value instead (of receiving compensation). He shall not have him arrested as a 
thief. . 

Thee usual punishment for theft is a large fine. But here the owner of the corral may not be 
consideredd a thief. The particle -pat again explicitly counters the existing presupposition of 
payingg a fine. One could also translate: "he just takes it in full value". A similar example is: 

8.111 KBo 6.2+ iv 1-3, § 75, emendations from KBo 6.3 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 
1997:: 81 
§§ l [(takku GU4-M/i AN)]SE.KUR.RA ANSE.GÏR.NUN.NA ANSE-m kuiski türiezzi nzas 
akiaki [(nasma^an U)]R.BAR.RA-<25 karapi nasmazas harakzi n z an 
sakuuassaransakuuassaran z pat pdi 
Iff  anyone hitches up an ox, a horse, a mule or an ass, and it dies, or a wolf devours it 
orr it gets lost, he shall just replace it at full value (instead of paying compensation). 

82.1.6.82.1.6. Certain offences requiring sacred sanctions (§§ 164-170) 

Almostt every law in this section discusses an offence which requires a reconsecration (§§ 
164-168,, class I) or payment of a fine (§ 170, first part, class I). The second part of the last 
mentionedd law deals with a slave who tries to perform some black magic on a person by 
mentioningg the name of that person while killin g a snake: 

8.122 KBo 6.26 ii 1-2, § 170 (OH/NS law, CTH 292), ed. Hoffner 1997: 136 
11 [(takk)]u LÜ ELLAM  MUS-arc kuenzi damëlUa SU[(M-an)] 2 tezzi 1 MA.NA 
KÜ.BABBARR pdi takku ARAD-sza a-pa-a-as-pat aki § 
Iff  a free man kill s a snake and speaks another's name, he shall pay one mina of silver. 

371 1 

Butt if it is a slave, he shall be put to death instead . 

Whilee the free man is allowed to pay an amount of silver, the slave is sentenced to death. As 
inn exx. 8.8 and 8.9, the owner of the slave might have been expected to pay a fine and keep 

Laww § 74 will be discussed in section 8.2.2.1. 
700 In law § 71 we do not find -pat here. One has to keep in mind that the use of pragmatic function words 
dependss on the attitude of the Speaker. Only if he thinks it necessary to make explicit that some statement 
counterss an already existing one, he shall use a pragmatic word (or construction). 
711 Hoffner I.e.: "He himself'. 
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thee slave albeit mutilated. The particle -pat indicates that contra expectations the punishment 
iss not a fine. 

8.2.1.7.8.2.1.7. Preliminary conclusion 

Thee immediate context of the examples above allows the following conclusion. The particle 
-pat-pat often indicates that its host noun is replacing some possible other punishment, contrary to 
thee expectations of the addressee. In such cases one could add to the translation that there is 
noo compensation, as I have sometimes indicated in parentheses. There are even some laws 
wheree this is stated explicitly (exx. 8.5, 8.7, 8.8, 8.9). 

Theree were also two examples (exx. 8.2 and 8.5) where the punishment could be 
interpretedd as a restriction on what was expected. In such a case there might be an explicit 
negationn of the expected punishment. 

Thee use of -pat described here falls under the heading of 'expressing the limits of 
liability '' (CHD P, p. 22If.) . The two types of limiting as exemplified above may be 
schematizedd as follows: 

expectedd punishment actual punishment Focus type 
XX & Y only Y restricting 
XX instead, Y replacing 

Inn order to show that this type of use for -pat is not restricted to legal texts, a few examples 
havee been collected from the CHD sub -pat which might be more plausibly interpreted within 
thee framework described here. The examples are taken from meaning 1 'the same, the 
aforementioned'.. I believe that this anaphoric interpretation of -pat is often besides the mark 
andd that in most cases the counter-expectational interpretation is more likely: 

8.133 KBo 3.4 ii 50-54 (NH annals, Mursili II , CTH 61), ed. Grelois 1988: 62 
§§ mahhanzma hameshanza kisat nu mÜhha-LÜ-is kuit GIG-at 51 nzas^kan 
aruniaruni anda êsta DUMV.MES-SUNUziazssi kattan esir 52 nuzkan mÜhha-Vü-is 
aruniaruni anda BA.VSDUMUMES-SUNUzmazza arha 53 sarrandat nuzkan I-as SA 
A.A. AB.B A? pat êsta l-aszmazkan mTapalazunaulis arunaz arha uit 
Whenn it became spring, given that Uhhaziti had fallen ill , he remained at sea while his 
sonss were with him. Uhhaziti died at sea. His sons however split up: one just 
remainedd at sea, while the other, Tapalazunauli, came out of the sea. 

Thee illness of Uhhaziti forced the sons to remain at sea, on some island. After his death one 
couldd plausibly assume that both sons would return to their land to fight the Hittites. Instead, 
onee son decided not to go back, whereas the other acted as expected. The unexpectedness of 
thee act of the first son is expressed by using -pat. 

Twoo contrastive actions of which one is not expected given the context is also 
encounteredd in the Bodyguard text: 

8.144 IBoT 1.36 iii 13-16 (MH/MS instruction, CTH 262), ed. Giiterbock & Van den Hout 
1991:25 5 

Butt as one can see in the footnotes to the examples above, the CHD regularly interprets the particle 
differently. . 
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mahhanzmamahhanzma sar kantin ,4 arha tarnanzi nuzza GAL  MESEDI pêtampat harzi 2 
BELUTlzmasssiBELUTlzmasssi 15 kuies EGIR-an aranta (added) mann^a^at BELUTIM  md[n 
LVMELVME *]ME$EDI*]ME$EDI  (online) n*at EGIK-pa panzi nuEGIR-pa LUM MESEDI uemiianzi § 
Whenn they release the defendant, the chief-of-guards just keeps his place, while the 
twoo officials who stand behind him (added: either officials or guards,) go back and 
joinn the guards. 

Inn ii i 1-11 it is described how the chief-of-guards and two officials following him walk toward 
thee king to bring him a legal case of a defendant. After the case is concluded, one might infer 
thatt the chief-of-guards and his two companions all return. Instead, the chief-of-guards 
remainss with the king and only the other two return to take their original position. Again, the 
particlee -pat indicates the counter-expectedness of 'keeping his place'. 

Inn the next and final example the expected act is not expressed, but has to be inferred 
fromm the context: 

8.155 KBo 3.34 ii 15-20 (OH/NS narration, CTH 8), ed. Dardano 1997: 48-49 9 
§§ ,5 mIspudas-inaras L^hupralas ësta s?an mAskaliias UJVKVHurma das szan 

'' " 17 " ~ 

ININ  A ^^^Udahzumi LXJmaniahhatallan iiet man z an? kan mAskaliias kuienzi sz 
"" 1 ft — " 19 

anan ANA É.EN.NU.UN dais mAskali?ma udddr amis mIsputas-inarizma peir 
szanzastaszanzasta ISTU É.EN.NU.UN tarnir szas mAskilizpat tiiet marsanzazua zik§ 
Ispudas-inaraa was a potter. Askaliya, the man of Hurma, took him and made him (his) 
deputyy in Udahzuma. Askaliya wanted to kil l him and put him in prison. Then 
rumourss rose against Askaliya, and they sent for Ispudas-inara. They released him 
fromfrom prison, and he just stepped to Askaliya (saying): 'It is you who are dishonest!' 

Again,, the evil plotting of Askaliya might encourage one to think that Ispudas-inara was 
entitledd to some kind of counter act. But instead, he just calls him dishonest, without asking 
forr punishment. 

Summarizing,, in these three examples the particle -pat indicates replacing Focus on 
373 3 

thee proposition contained in the predicate . 

8.2.2.. Other -pat's in the laws374 

Inn section 8.2.1 I have discussed the class II I laws, where the particle -pat indicated that, 
givenn the other laws in the same category, some unexpected punishment occurred. In this 
sectionn I wil l discuss the remaining -pat's in the apodoses of some laws (8.2.2.1), and the few 
-pat's-pat's in the protases (8.2.2.2). 

8.2.2.L8.2.2.L The particle -pat in the remaining apodoses 

Inn section 8.2.1 the type of Focus indicated by -pat was mainly replacing, and the scope of the 
particlee was often the predicate (the clause minus the Subject). That both scope and type of 
Focuss may be different is shown in the next examples: 

Predicatee is defined here as the part of the clause without the subject. 

ExcludedExcluded are the broken Laws 26a, 49 and 146. 
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8.166 KBo 6.2 i 13-15, § 9 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 22 
13 3 

§§ [takk]u LÜ.U^.LU-ai SAG.DU-Stf kuiski hünikzi karü 6 GIN KÜ.BABBAR piskir 
hüninkanzahüninkanza 3 GIN KÜ.BABBAR dai ANA É.GAL 3 GIN KÜ.BABBAR da<s>kër 15 

kinunakinuna LUGAL-w.? SA É.GAL-L/M pessiet nuzza hüninkanzazpat 3 GIN 
KÜ.BABBARR d[di]  § 
Iff  anyone injures a person's head, they used to pay 6 sheqels of silver: the injured 
partyy takes 3 sheqels of silver, and for the palace they used to take 3 sheqels of silver. 
Butt now the king has waived the palace (share), and only the injured party takes 3 
sheqelss of silver. 

Inn former times both the injured party and the palace took 3 sheqels of silver. In modern times 
thee king decides to waive the palace share, leaving only the injured party to receive money. 
Thee payment of money in the final clause is presupposed given the preceding context. The 
Focuss of the clause is only on the Subject (Argument Focus in Lambrecht's terms), and 
moreover,, the Focus is clearly restricting. Instead of two parties only one remains. Therefore 
wee have Restricting Focus on the Subject instead of Replacing or Restricting Focus on the 
Predicate. . 

8.17aa KBo 6.2 i 56-59, § 25 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 33 
§§ 56 [takku] LÜ.U19.LU-ar£ DUGÜTUL- / nasma luliia  paprezzi karü 51 [6 GI]N 
KÜ.BABBARR piskir paprezzi kuis 3 GIN KÜ.BABBAR pdi 58 [UJGAL-u]ann t a parna 
33 GIN KÜ.BABBAR dasker kinuna LUGAL-w s $A É.GAL-LIM  59 [pessi]et kuis 
paprezzipaprezzi nu a-pa-a-as z pat 3 G[(lN KÜ.BA)]BBAR pdi... 
[If ]]  a person becomes impure in a vessel or a vat, formerly they used to pay [6 sheq]els 
off  silver: the one who is impure pays 3 sheqels of silver, and they used to take 3 
sheqelss of silver for the [king]s' house. But now the king has [waiv]ed the palace's 
share,, (so) one who is impure, he only pays 3 sheqels of silver. ... 

Itt seems very unlikely to interpret -pat as indicating Restricing Focus on the Subject, for this 
wouldd mean that formerly both the offender and some other party should pay 3 sheqels each. 
Thee preceding context however seemingly shows that instead of paying 6 sheqels to two 
partiess the offender now only pays 3 sheqels to one party. Seemingly, because the Law is not 
veryy clear on who pays the part of the palace. If the law states that the impure person paid 
threee sheqel in the past, and pays three sheqel in the present, what then is the difference? 
Versionn A (KBo 6.2) was probably corrupted and should have been read as something similar 
too "the one who is impure pays 3 sheqels of silver, and he used to give 3 sheqels of silver to 
thee [king]s' house.". The solution of version L2 (KBo 12.49)was to adjust the law to the 
wordingg in § 9 (ex. 8.16): 

8.17bb KBo 12.49 ii 1-6, § 25 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 34 
§§ *  [takku LÜ.U19.LU-aI  DUGÜTUL-z n]asma l[uliia]  2 [paprezzi kar]ü 6 GIN.GÏN 
KÜ.BA[BBA RR peskir] 3 [kuis parkuesz]i 3 GIN KÜ.BABBAR d[di] 4 [ANA É.GAL-LIM  3 
GÏN.GÏJNN KÜ.BABBAR daske[r] 5 [kinuna] kuis parkuêsz[i nu a-pa-a-as *pat\ 6 [3 
GINN KÜ.BABBAR dai... 
[I ff  a person becomes impure in a vessel o]r a v[at, formerly [they used to pay] 6 
sheq[elss of silver: the one who is found innocen]t tjakes] 3 sheqels of silver, [and they] 
usedd to take [3 she]qels of silver [for the palace]. [But now the king has waived the 
palace'ss share], (so) one who is found innocent,[ only he takes 3 sheqels of silver ...] 
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Thee fact that the law had to be adjusted means that the Old Hittite manuscript might have 
beenn corrupted. I will therefore not use this example in the discussion in section 8.4. 

8.188 KBo 6.2 i 16-19, § 10 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 24 
§§ 16 [(takk)]u LÜ.U,9.LU-üfAi kuiski hünikzi tzan istarnikzi nu apün sdktdizzi 

""  ' 18 

pedizssizmapedizssizma LÜ.Ul9.LU-ür/z pdi nu E-rizssi anniskizzi kuitmanzas lazziatta 
manman z as lazziatta z ma 19 nu^sse 6 GIN KÜ.BABBAR pdi L^A.ZU^ia kussan a-pa-
a-as-pata-as-pat pai § 
Iff  anyone injures a (free) person and incapacitates him, he shall provide medical care 
forr him, while in his place he shall give a(nother) man. He (the person who has been 
given)) shall work on his estate, until he recovers. When he recovers, he (the offender) 
shalll  pay him 6 sheqels and the doctor's fee, he_ shall pay (it) instead (of the 
patient)patient) . 

Usuallyy the person needing medical support pays the doctor, but here it is part of the 
retributionn that the injurer pays the doctor's fee instead. This is indicated by the particle -pat 
inn its replacive function. 

Thee word order in this clause is quite remarkable: O - S - V. I believe that the phrase 
L^A.ZUU kussan is topicalized to indicate that it is an unexpected Topic. The implied question 
"andd what about the doctor's fee" is unexpected since there is nothing in the preceding clauses 
whichh announces the fee as a Topic. The rest of the clause, the assertion, is a comment on the 
Unexpectedd Topic and necessarily contains the focus. The assertion itself also consists of two 
parts:: part of the presupposition is the fact that doctor's fees have to be paid, so the only part 
thatt is actually asserted is the subject. This means that the subject, being unexpected, is in 
Focus.. Of course, the unexpectedness is that not the patient pays, but the injurer. This is 
indicatedd by the use of apa- + -pat. The particle -pat has scope over the subject, but not over 
thee remainder of the clause. Concluding, we have Replacing Focus on the Subject. 

Inn the next example the predicate arduuan "(be) exempt" is explicitly mentioned 
before,, paving the way for Focus with scope over a noun: 

8.199 KBo 6.2 ii i 1-4, § 51, with emendations from KBo 6.6, KBo 6.9 (OS law, CTH 291), 
ed.. Hoffner 1997: 62 
§§ l [(k))arü ku[(is VRUArinna)]  LÜU$.BAR *i[.faf (Ü É-SÜ arduuan)]2 

[([( L0MBL0MB)YVA.LA*SU)YVA.LA*SU ÜLÜME*NI$0*$U ar[(duês kinuna É-SUzpat ELLUM))2 

[(LÜ-ME)]S9A-LA*ft // UL°MESiNlSOsSU sahfa[(n luzz)i (karpiiezzi)]4 

[C™)]Ziplantiia[C™)]Ziplantiia  QATAM[(MA?pat)] § 
Formerly,, if anyone became a weaver in Arinna and his house(hold) was exempt, 
(then)) his associates and relatives were exempt. But now, only his house(hold) is 
exempt,, his heirs and relatives shall render the sahhan and luzzi services. In 
Zippalantaa (it is) just the same (and nothing else). 

Thee particle -pat indicates Restricting Focus on a noun according to the scheme 'S assumes 
thatt A thinks "X and Y", and uses "only X! " to correct this existing piece of knowledge'. 

Alsoo contra expectations is ex. 8.20 (= ex. 7.46): 

8.200 KBo 19.1a iii 66-68, § 74 (OS law, additions from KBo 6.3, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 
1997:81 1 

3755 Hoffner I.e.: "and shall pay the physician's fee as well". 
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§§ [(takku SI GU4 nas)]ma GÏR GU4 kuiski tuuar[(nizi apünzza apds)] 67 [(dai 
ÜÜ GU4 SIG5)] BEL GU4 pdi takku BE[(L GU4 tezzi ammelzpattuazza)] 68 [(GU^ 
unun dahhi)] G\J4?$U dai Ü 2 GI[(N KÜ.BABBAR pdi)] § 
Iff  anyone breaks a horn or leg of an ox, (then) he shall take that one himself and he 
alsoo shall give an ox in good condition to the owner of the (injured) ox. If the owner 
off  the ox says: "I wil l take my own ox instead", he shall take his ox and he (the 
offender)) also shall pay 2 shekels of silver. 

Thee owner says: 'Do not give me another ox, give me my own ox'. The type of Focus is 
Replacing,, and the scope is on a restrictor, the possessive pronoun ammel "my". The rest of 
thee clause, the taking of an ox by the owner is presupposed. 

Thee last category of -pat in the apodosis is the combination with apenissan I QATAMMA 
"likewise",3766 generally translated with "in the very same way" by Hoffner (o.c, 293). One 
examplee will do377: 

8.211 KBo 6.3 ii i 48, § 64 (OH/NS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 75 
§§ takku ANSE.KUR.RA türiiauuas kuiski tdiezzi uttar^set QA-TAM-MA-pat § 
Iff  anyone steals a draft horse, its disposition is just likewise378. 

Thee Addressee is directed to the preceding law for the punishment. There is no replacement or 
restriction.. Instead, the fact that it is similar to the preceding law is stressed, hence the 
translationn in CHD sub -pat 2f, p. 218f. "the same as before". I believe that the meaning "the 
same""  is derived from the limiting "just like that and nothing else". This specific use of -pat 
remainss counter presuppositional, although it is not replacing or restricting. The type of 
Focuss that comes closest to what is implied here, is Selecting Focus. The Addressee expects a 
certainn type of punishment but does not know which one. The particle -pat tells the 
Addressee:: "exactly like that, in case you might think differently". 

AA similar use is found in a Middle Hittite treaty: 

8.222 KBo 8.35 ii 30'-31'  (MH/MS treaty, CTH 139) 
§§ 30' mPlias m$unupassis 5 LÜ.MES kattizsmi ^^^Talmaliiaz 31' nuzza linkiia 
taksulastaksulas uttar kattan QA-TAM-MA-pat daiér379 

Piya,, Sunupassi, 5 men with them from Talmaliya: they placed 'the words of alliance' 
underr oath in exactly that way. 

Afterr the description of the stipulations of the treaty, the text continues in ii 25' with the 
takingg of the Oath: "Hatipta, Sunapassi, Qanu, [etc.], these too swore as mentioned, and 
placedd themselves under the Oath as mentioned," followed by our lines. 

8.2.2.2.8.2.2.2. The particle -pat in the protasis 

Occurringg eight times in the laws. 

Nott one example has survived in the OS copy KBo 6.2. 

Hoffnerr I.e.: " is the same". 

Similarr KBo 8.35 ii 33'. 
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Thee last example concludes the discussion of -pat in legal texts. There is only one example of 
-pat-pat with apa- in a protasis in the laws : 

8.233 KBo 6.26 Hi 26-27, § 189 (OH/NS law, CTH 292), ed. Hoffner 1997: 149 
7fi7fi 27 

§§ [takku LÜ-/]£ a-pé-e-el-pdt anna z sas katta uastai hü[rk]il 
Iff  a man sins (sexually) with his own mother, (it is) an unpermitted sexual pairing. 

Thee scope of -pat is only over the possessive pronoun apel "his", as noted by CHD P sub -pat 
5,, p. 220. The type of Focus is Replacing: 'if one sins with his own mother (instead of 
someonee else's, which is allowed if it is not your mother-in-law)'. 

8.3.. The Focal particle -pat with apa- in non-legal texts 

8.3.1.. Introduction 

Inn the preceding section on legal texts I discussed that -pat could have scope over restrictors, 
noun(phrase)ss and predicates with Replacing Focus, less often with Restricting Focus, and 
rarilyy with Selecting Focus. In section 8.3.2 the discussion wil l be restricted to the 
occurrencess of apa- with -pat in non-legal texts and concentrate on the occurrences of -pat 
withh scope over only apa-. 

8.3.2.. The particle -pat has scope over a NP, indicating Argument Focus 

Whenn -pat has scope over a noun phrase, it is not necessarily meant that the Focus of the 
clausee is restricted to that noun phrase only. Theoretically there could exist a clause that has 
anotherr type of Focus besides the one indicated by -pat. On the other hand, in my corpus of 
apa-apa- with -pat it seems that -pat indicates the only locus of Focus. This is most clearly seen 
inn those contexts where the remainder of the clause, including the verb, is more or less 
literallyy repeated. The first two examples (8.24 and 8.25) are relative sentences in which the 
predicatee of the matrix clause is similar to the predicate in the relative clause. The only 'new' 
elementt is therefore the apa- with -pat term. But since the referent of this term is already 
introducedd in the preceding relative clause, it can not be considered 'new' or asserted itself, 
thuss excluding New Focus. The Focus on apa- has to be counter-presuppositional. 

8.244 KBo 17.11+ iv 26>-27' (OS ritual, CTH *631, StBoT 25.25), ed. Neu 1980a: 68381 

266 [(... Ll)GA)]L-us esa suuaru kue GALÖLA akkuskizi 21 [(ta a-pé-e-pdt)] ekuzi 
Thee king sits down. What true382 cups he usually drinks, only those (ape-pat) he 
drinks. . 

3800 The other occurrences of -pat in protases are not discussed, because it is outside the scope of this dissertation 
too explain all -pat's. The preceding discussion was needed, first of all, to pave the way for apa- with -pat in 
otherr texts, and secondly, to present a framework in which Limiting apa- without -pat could be fit in. 

3811 See also the parallel phrase KBo 17.11+ rev. iv 34' **'  [jjJGAL (Ü MUNUS.LUGAL esanda)] suuaru kue 
GAL^ IAA akku[(skanzi)] 35' [ta (apüs^pat)] akuanzi 
3822 CHD P: 226. 
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Thee true cups are not the only cups available to the king, but in this ritual the king seems to be 
obligedd to limit himself to these cups. The context, either textual or cultural, does not present 
anyy clues whether we are dealing with Restricting, Replacing or Selecting Focus. 

8.255 KBo 11.1 obv. 5-7 (NH prayer, Muwattalli, CTH 382), ed. Houwink ten Cate & 
Josephsonn 1967: 105 
ANN apiia k[uit ser artat] 6 kinuna a-pa-a-at-pdt AN ser artari KI-
aszmaaszma kuis apiia kattan [kittat kinuna apdlcpat Kl-as kattan kittari]  7 AN-as 
ddUTU-usUTU-us apiia kuis ANA AN-E ser artat kinuna ̂ ia a-pa-a-as-p\dt AN-as dUTU^ 
ANAANA AN-E ser artari] 
Whatt heaven at that time [ stood above], let that same (apat-pat) heaven stand 
abovee now. Now, what earth laid flat at that time, [let that same earth lay flat now]. 
Whatt Sungod of Heaven stood above in the sky at that time, [let] that sfamc (apas-
p[at)p[at) Sungod of Heaven stand above in the sky also now.] 

Thee Counter-presuppositional Focus of these clauses rests on apa- + -pat with noun. Our 
knowledgee of the beliefs of the Hittites is too limited to grasp the exact meaning of these 
phrases.. The fact that Counter-presuppositional Focus is used, indicates that there must be 
otherr Heavens, Earths and Sungods to choose from. It seems to me that these lines are 
referringg to the concept that everything changes with time and that they express the wish to 
returnn to earlier and better times. In the context just sketched a translation of -pat with scope 
overr the adjectively used apa- as 'same (and nothing else)' (without the connotation of 'the 
aforementioned'' in CHD P 213) or 'only' seems possible. I prefer to translate 'same' because 
thee question is now left open whether we deal with Restricting, Replacing or Selecting Focus, 
whereass 'only' only allows Restricting Focus. 

Inn the next examples the indexical clause is preceded by a conditional clause, a 
temporall  clause or a clause of comparison with the same pattern of repetition as the relative 
sentencess above. 

AA conditional clause: 

8.266 KUB 48.119 obv. 3'-8' (NH vow, Hattusili III , CTH 584), ed. De Roos 1984: 297 
§33 [man l]NA MU383 DINGIR-LUM  kï ÜL sekkan GIG SlG5-ahti 4'  [nuzzazkan] ANA 
DINGIR-L/ MM  EZEN dammelin kuinki tehhi 5 [EZ]E N purulliiannzaztta IN A 
mx}mx}HakmisHakmis iiami 6 [IN]A  URVNeriqqa^ia^tta franti iiami  T [m]ann z as ? mu INA 

NeriqqaNeriqqa l-edani pedi DV-uanzi ISlxsAW7 8 [ma]n a-pi-ia-pat iiami § 
[If ]]  you, o god, wil l cure this unknown illness this year, then I shall install another 
festivall  for the god, whichever (it may be), and also, the purulli festival I shall 
performm for you in Hakmis, and also, in Nerik I shall celebrate you separately. And if 
itt is ascertained (by oracle inquiry) to celebrate them in Nerik, in a single location, I 
shalll  perform it only there {apiya-pat)3* 4'. 

Thiss time -pat is really restricting, allowing the translation 'only': the preceding clauses 
presentt both Hakmis and Nerik as locations for the celebration of the festivals, but in obv. 8' 
onlyy one of them, Nerik, might be preferred by the deity. 

AA clause of comparison: 

3833 Reading of MU follows CHD 3: 27a. 
3844 Cf. De Roos 1984: 436: 'zeker daar (definitely there)'. 
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8.277 KUB 14.4 i TAV (NH plea, Mursili II , CTH 70), ed. De Martino 1998: 23 
77 [É.LUGA]L£/ KUR VR{JHATTI ANA PAN! ABIzYA mahhan 8' [taparta mat ANA 
PAN!PAN! SES-7A] QA-TAM-MA-pdt taparta mahhan * ma z za SES-YAtia 9 [DINGD^-tf 
kisatkisat *Tauan]nannan z ma ammuqqza ÜL kuitki [idalauuahhun tepnunu\n?an 
ÜLÜL kuitki É. LUG AL Ü KURURUW77 " ' [ANA PAN I ABIzYA Ü ANA PAN]l SES SYA 
mahhanmahhan taparta apiiaziazat [QATAMMAzpat taparta] 
Justt as the [palac]e and the land of Hatti [were governed] at the time of my father, in 
exactlyy that way (QATAMMA-pat) [it] was governed [at the time of my brother]. After 
alsoo my brother [had become a god], also / did not [harm Tawan]nanna at all. I did not 
[demote]]  her at all. Just as the palace and the land of Hatti were governed [at the time 
off  my father and o]f my brother, also then (= in my time) it [was governed in exactly 
thatthat way]. 

Mursilii  describes how the rule of government in Hatti remained the same under successive 
kings,, including himself. Stating this is very important, for this text tries to convince the 
divinee world that change in policy could not have been the reason for the evil behaviour of the 
Tawanannaa toward him and his family. In a comparison construction Mursili could have used 
thee phrase QATAMMA-ya 'in that way too*  (see Chapter 7), but in order to emphasize the fact 
thatt he governed in exactly the same way and no other, he used the limiting particle -pat 
instead.. So again, we have a kind of Selecting Focus, this time on the adverb of manner 
apenissan/QATAMMAapenissan/QATAMMA (see also QATAMMA in the legal texts above). 

Thee preceding examples contained complex clauses where both the dependent and the 
matrixx clause contained the same material. In the examples that wil l be discussed next the 
repeatedd material is often a few clauses removed from the indexical segment. 

8.288 KUB 14.1 obv. 17-19 (MH/MS indictment, CTH 147), ed. Götze 1928: 4-5 
ABIABI dUTU-$Ii:ma tuk ANA mMadduuatta kissannza memiskit ehuzuazza IN A KUR 
tfUR.SAG[#tfUR.SAG[#ananj/j/ aatftf  ëfyut

 n nu*[ua]zza ANA KUR URVHATTIzia manninkuuan 
mmMadduuattas*a*zMadduuattas*a*z KUR ̂ S A G# d n ï a rt asdnna mimmas nu uit 19 ABI dUTU-£/ 
ANAANA mMadduuatta kissan namma memista [k]dsazitaztta KUR ^]JRSAGZippasld 
AD[DIN]AD[DIN]  nuzuazza a-pu-u-un-pdt esi 
Thee father of My Majesty even said to you, Madduwatta as follows: "Come! You must 
liv ee in the mountain land Hariyati, then you (are) also close to Hatti." But 
Madduwattaa refused to live in the mountain-land Hariyati. Thereupon my father, My 
Majesty,, again spoke to Madduwatta as follows: "I have just given you the mountain-
landd Zippasla. Live in that one instead (apun-pat)3* 6!" 

Inn his speech preceding this example the father of the king already stated that he has given the 
mountainlandd Zippasla to Madduwatta and his people in order to live there (obv. 15-16). But 
noww he wants Madduwatta to live in another area. This however is refused by Madduwatta, 
soo the king mentions Zippasla again as a replacement. The noun apun-pat carries Replacing 
Focus. . 

855 See for mahhan ... apenissan-pat also KUB 23.103 rev. 6'-T (lateNH letter, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 178)6' nu 
ENsKUNUU BA.ÜS ammuksmana ANA EUsKUNU mahhan SlGs-anza x[...]  7' nusza apëdanizia OA-
TAM-MAspatTAM-MAspat SlG5-anza n*an pahhastin "Your (pi.) lord has died. Now, as / [was?] good for your lord, I 
amm good exactly in that same way for him too. You must protect him." 

Thee particle is not translated by Götze I.e. 
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Thee next three examples show a similar use of apa- with -pat in new Hittite: 

8.299 KBo 2.2 i 12-14 (lateNH oracle, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 577), ed. Van den Hout 1998' 
124-125. 124-125. 
§§ n man dUTU-5/ 1 tapassas 13 a-pi-ia-pat SA KUR URlJNerikka 14 uemiiazi ka-a-
mama OL... 
Iff  the fever wil l befall My Majesty only there387 (apiya-pat) within the country of 
Nerik,, but not here (ka),... 

Thee clause containing apiya-pat is a repetition of what was concluded before, that a fever 
wouldd befall the king in Nerik (i 6-8). Here we have a rare occurrence of the explicit negation 
off  one of the members of a possible presupposition. The Speakers need to know whether the 
assumptionn 'X and Y' is valid or not. They therefore ask whether it is the case that 'Only X, 
nott Y', which is a typical case of Restricting Focus. A similar situation, this time with an 
expressionn of time, is found in: 

8.300 KBo 2.2 i 52-55 (lateNH oracle, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 577), ed. Van den Hout 1998: 
128 8 
§§ 52 man D1NGJR-LUM t tapassan 53 ANA dUTU-&  SA UD.KAM  huppiallas* kan 54 

uskisiuskisi d\JTU-$l <: tapassas a-pé-e-da-as-pat UD.KAM-fl j  anda KAR-iazi 
Iff  you, o god, see fever for My Majesty on the day of huppialla, will fever befall My 
Majestyy only on those (apedas-pat) days, ... 

8.311 KBo 2.2 ii i 24-25 (lateNH oracle, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 577), ed. Van den Hout 1998: 
132 2 
oo 24 25 IRS 

§§ manzza DINGIR-LL W a-pdd-da-an-pdt ser kardimmiiauuanza 
Iff  the deity is angry because of only that (apaddan-pat), ... 

Inn ii i 21 the oracle inquirer asks nutza [DINGIR]-Li/M apaddan ser 22 kard[i]mmiiauuanza 
"(are)) you, o [goddjess, for that reason angry? (Then let the exta be unfavorable. (...); 
unfavorable)".. In our lines the inquirer wants to be certain that there is no other reason so 
repeatss the clause with the addition of the restrictor -pat. 'only that and nothing else'. 

8.322 IBoT 1.36 ii i 27-30 (MH/MS instruction, CTH 262), ed. Giiterbock & Van den Hout 
1991:: 26-27. 
§§ 27 ^MESEDUzia kuis EGIR-anda paizzi mas ZAG-az ISTU LVMEÈME$EDI 28 EGIR-
andaanda paizzi EGlR-paziatas ZAG-az a-pu-u-un-pdt KAS¥LAL~an paizzi 
Andd the guard who passes behind, passes behind to the right of the guards, and also, 
onn (his) return he passes on the right, just that (apun-pat) route. 

Thee route the guard takes is described explicitly. It seems that the author of the texts wants to 
statee explicitly that it has to be 'that same route' (Giiterbock & Van den Hout I.e.) and 
nothingg else. Again, -pat is limiting the choices to only one option. 

Inn all the preceding examples in this section a major part of the clause was already 
mentionedd before, leaving only the noun phrase with -pat as the sole carrier of Focus. In the 

Vann den Hout I.e.: "right there". 

"Seee also § M manzza DINGIR-L/Af a-pad-da-pdt ser TUKU.TUKU-wanza in KUB 22.70 obv. 11,28 (CTH 
566). . 
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nextt examples the part of the clause minus the noun phrase with -pat has not been mentioned 
before.. But that does not mean that the clause is not expected given the context. In the three 
remainingg texts it may safely be assumed that the contents of the clause containing -pat are 
somehoww presupposed. 

8.333 KUB 24.4+ rev. 10-13 (MH/MS prayer, Arnuwanda, CTH 376C), ed. Carruba 1969: 
339f.. (translit.)389 

100 nu man DINGIR.MES-«#£ kardimmiiaz kuis [AN]A DINGIR.ME S ÜL nahh[(anza)] 
111 nzapa lé üssauës i[d]d[(lauuas anda)] harkanzi mas md[(n)] l-EN URU-
LUMLUM  nasmazat \[(-EN É-TUM nasma)] \-EN LÜ nu DINGIR.ME S ' a-pu-u-un-pdt 
l-ENl-EN ha[(r)ninkandu] 
Iff  the gods feel anger, -given that someone is not reverent to the gods,- let not the good 
perishh among the bad. If it concerns one city, or one estate, or one man, [let] the gods 
des[troy]]  only that one (apun-pat) (and not everything else)\ 

Thee idea behind the phrase containing apa- is that the gods are destroying the whole country, 
goodd and bad, but that they should only destroy the culprits, so the particle -pat indicates 
Restrictingg Focus. 

8.344 KUB 14.14 + obv. 32-37 (NH prayer, Mursili II , CTH 378 I), ed. Lebrun 1980: 194-
195. . 
nu*kannu*kan uuatten DINGIR.ME S ERMEŜ KA  33 aputi*90 AWAT mDudhaliia DUMV-RI 
ANAANA ABIzYA kinun appezz[iiaz] 34 anda sanhatten nut kan ABUzYA I$TU $A 
mmDudhaliiaDudhaliia ishana[z ANA ABIzYA]35 kites DUMU.MES LUGAL  BELU.MES 
UGULAA LÜ.MES LIM LÜ.MES DUGUD anda kisantat nu a\püssza (?)] 
memiianazmemiianaz akir ANA KUR VRUHattizia?kan a-pa-a-as-pdt memias dr(a)s nuKXJR 
^™Hattizia^™Hattizia apêz] 37 memiianaz akkiskiuan tl\i\at 
Thenn the moment came that you, O Gods, after [the fact], sought revenge for that 
matterr of Tuthaliya the Younger from my father: my father [died] because of the 
bloodshedd of Tuthaliya, and the princes, commanders, chiefs-of-thousand (and) 
officialss who had joined [my father,] th[ey too] died because of the affair, and exactly 
thatt same (apas-pat) affair arose against the land of Hatti. [Also] the land [of Hatti] 
startedd to die because of [that]  affair. 

Mursilii  emphasizes that he has found the reason for the plagues in Hatti: it was the killin g of 
Tudhaliyaa Junior and nothing else that caused them. 

8.355 KUB 21.1+ i 65'-69'  (NH treaty, Muwattalli, CTH 76), ed. Friedrich 1930: 54-57 
655 [DUMU]?KAzma kuin LUGAL-iznanni zik taparriiasi n[tas man] [S]A 
DAMzKADAMzKA manzaszta SA MVNXJSNAP<TAR>TltGA nzas man nüuazia [DUMU-as] 
677 [n]?antzatan KVR-anza OL memai nu kisan tezzi NUMUNzuarzas 
DU[MU.LUGALL  êsdu] 68 [d]U T U-S/*  ma *za ÜL memahhi katta DUMU-W 
DUMU.DUMU-yaa hassa hanza[ssa ] a-pu-u-un-pdt pahsanzi 

3899 See also KUB 14.7 ii 21-22 (CTH 383) SA tDanuhepatma uttar [kuis] ^para iiat karü a-pa-a-as-ydt 
sarnikt[a]sarnikt[a] § 

3900 Lebrun o.c. mistakenly reads A-BU-YA. 
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Now,, as for [your son] that you ordain in kingship, be [he] by your wife, or by your 
concubine,, even if he is still [a child], (if) the country refuses him and says as follows: 
"Offspringg of a pri[nce (??)] he [must be!]", then I My Majesty will not agree (with 
them)!!  Later my son and grandson and offspring shall protect only him (apun-pat). 

Thee king promises Alaksandu to protect only the son he himself designates as his successor, 
andd not the one that might be preferred by the population. 

8.4.. Formal discussion of the particle -pat 

Inn the preceding sections -pat was described as an indicator of Restricting, Replacing, or 
Selectingg Focus. The anaphoric interpretation of the particle was rejected although the 
translationn 'the same' might still be used, but then only in the sense of 'exactly that same and 
nothingg else'. In this section I concentrate on the formal aspects of clauses and noun phrases 
withh -pat. Two connected aspects wil l be highlighted: 1) the scope of -pat, and 2) the 
positionn of -pat in the clause. 

8.4.1.. The scope of the particle -pat 

Inn the law apodoses the punishment containing the particle -pat is always contra expectations. 
Inn one case (ex. 8.2) the type of Focus is Restricting: the reader assumes that both X and Y 
happenn given the other laws in the category. Both propositional contents are presupposed, but 
onlyy one of them actually occurs. Thus, the particle has scope over the propositional content 
off  the clause instead of over only a part of the clause. In several other instances the 
propositionall  content of the clause is not presupposed but asserted (exx. 8.4, 8.7-10, 8.12-15). 
Thee punishment could not have been expected and is replacing some other type of 
punishment,, usually a financial one. So the Focus domain does not only include the noun to 
whichh the particle -pat is attached, but also the verb and possibly some other arguments. In 
mostt cases the subject is the Established Topic, which is therefore excluded from the Focus 
domain.. In short, these clauses have Replacing Predicate Focus. 

Thiss should be distinguished from those cases where the Focus rests on a noun phrase 
orr restrictor while the remainder of the clause is presupposed (ex. 8.3, 8.16, 8.18-20, 8.23). 
Outsidee the laws this is the type we usually encounter (exx. 8.24-35). 

Summarizing,, the particle may have the following scopes, indicated by the brackets. 
Thee non-bracketed parts are presupposed: 

-pat-pat has scope over 
aVP P 

aNP P 

aa restrictor (a genitive, 
adjective) ) 

scheme e 
SS [Pred] 

SS [X] Pred 
[S]]  Pred 

[Restr]]  Pred 

example e 
nunu É-erzsetspat arnuzzi(8.4) 
apdsapds zpat aki (8.12) 

nuzzzanuzzza [apünzpat] danzi (8.3) 
nuzzanuzza [hüninkanzatpat] 3 GIN KÜ.BABBAR aai (8.16) 

A.ZU* iaa kussan [apds*pat] pai (8.18) 
[ammeUpat]zuasza[ammeUpat]zuaszaGUGU44-un-un dahhi (8.20) 

Tablee 8.6.: The scope of -pat 

Inn ex. 8.12 the partiele -pat is attached to the subject apds: apds'spat aki. The appearance of 
thiss clause is similar to the clauses with only the noun in Focus, but as I explained in the 
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commentaryy on 8.12, the predicate "be put to death" is not yet known to the Addressee. This 
meanss that the Focus cannot be limited to the Subject. If we assume that without particle the 
clausee could have been mas aki, the only host available to -pat would have been the verb. 
Althoughh the verb with -pat is not studied here, it seems that in such a situation -pat only 
focussess on the verb, just as it might focus on a noun with the exclusion of the rest of the 
clause.. According to the CHD P 213, -pat on the verb means 'likewise' (which is in my view 
'justt like that and nothing else'), 'to continue to ...', and 'in addition'. But since the verb 'to 
die'' is not repeated, presupposed or an additional action in any way, -pat could not be 
cliticizedd to the verb. The only option remaining is therefore masas host for -pat. However, 
-pat-pat needs an accented host, therefore excluding *n?aszpat aki (see for a list of possible 
hostss CHD P sub -pat 12, p. 227f.). Thus, I believe, the nom.sg. enclitic pronoun -as was 
changedd into the independent form apds which could host the particle -pat. 

8.4.2.. The position of -pat in the clause 

Thee next table presents the clauses with Predicate Focus. The particle -pat is used here to 
expresss the fact that the VP is replacing another, expected punishment. Only in ex. 8.2 the 
particlee indicates Restriction (S = Subject, O = Object, L = locative). 

Ex. . 
8.2 2 
8.4 4 
8.7 7 
8.8 8 
8.9 9 
8.10 0 
8.12 2 
8.13 3 
8.14 4 
8.15 5 

wordorder r 
nu-za nu-za 
nu nu 
nu-kan nu-kan 
nu nu 
nu nu 
n-O-za n-O-za 

nu-kan nu-kan 
nu-za nu-za 
s-S s-S 

O-pat O-pat 
O-pat O-pat 
O-pat O-pat 
O-pat O-pat 
O-pat O-pat 
O-pat O-pat 
S-pat S-pat 
L-pat L-pat 
O-pat O-pat 
L-pat L-pat 

V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 

Tablee 8.7: Wordorder patterns with VP scope of -pat 

Thee pattern emerging from the list shows that the particle -pat is either attached to the 
 391 

preverball  noun or to the first full noun of the VP, excluding the Topic-Subject. 
Thee next table lists the examples where -pat indicated Focus on the noun while the 

restt of the clause is topical or presupposed (IO = Indirect Object, A = Adverb, T = temporal 
expression). . 

Ex. . 
8.3 3 
8.16 6 
8.18 8 
8.19 9 
8.24 4 
8.26 6 
8.27 7 
8.28 8 
8.29 9 

wordorder r 
nu-za nu-za 
nu-za nu-za 
O-ya O-ya 
kinuna kinuna 
ta ta 
n-0 n-0 
n-S n-S 
nu-wa-za nu-wa-za 
man man 

S-pat S-pat 
0 0 

T T 

IO O S S 

O-pat O-pat 
0 0 
S-pat S-pat 
S-pat S-pat 
O-pat O-pat 
L-pat L-pat 
K-pat K-pat 
O-pat O-pat 
L-pat L-pat 

V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 

11 Ex. 8.12 was already discussed in section 8.4.1. 
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8.311 man S A-pat V 
8.355 katta S O-pat V 

Tablee 8.8: Wordorder patterns with NP scope of -pat 

Thiss time there is an example that might indicate that the Focus noun has to be preverbal. In 
ex.. 8.18 the Focus-Subject follows the other arguments of the clause, which makes a strong 
casee for preverbal position. More evidence for the hypothesis that Replacing or Restricting 
Focuss is connected with preverbal position will come from section 8.5. The only exception to 
thiss ordering rule is example 8.16. The explanation might be that indefinites always take 
precedencee over definites when preverbal position is involved. For example, kuiski even 
pushess the negation out of the preverbal position. 

Whenn -pat is attached to a restrictor (i.e., a genitive or adjective) the word order does 
nott change: 

Ex. . 
8.20 0 
8.23 3 
8.30 0 
8.33 3 
8.34 4 

wordorder r 
[G-pat-wa-za [G-pat-wa-za 
takku takku 

nu nu 
IOO -ya 

0] ] 
S S 
S S 

s s 

[G-pat[G-pat G] ] 
[L-pat[L-pat L] 
[O-pat[O-pat 0] 
[S-pat[S-pat S] 

V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 

Tablee 8.9: Wordorder patterns with restrictor scope -pat 

Thee word orders in the first two tables show that when the Focus does not rest on the Subject, 
itt was not possible to distinguish between Limiting Focus on the VP or Limiting Focus on a 
nounn in the VP, that is, between Predicate Focus and Argument Focus. This observation 
seemss to correspond with the distinction between marked and unmarked Focus structure 
(Lambrechtt 1994: 296ff.). The unmarked structure is Predicate Focus, which means that a 
clausee with this type of Focus might also be understood as having Argument Focus within the 
predicate.. However, the examples in Table 8.7 only have one or two arguments. We do not 
knoww what the word order would have been if extra arguments or satellites would have been 
present.. Only in that situation it wil l be possible to decide whether -pat with VP scope is 
attachedd to the first full noun (phrase) of the VP or to the noun (phrase) in preverbal position. 

8.5.. Limiting apa- without -pat 

8.5.1.. Introduction 

Besidess Limiting apa- with -pat there also exists a Limiting apa- without particle which may 
bee compared with the examples in section 8.3.2, with Focus on a noun phrase. Again, the 
methodd for finding Focus is based on an analysis of the context. If a clause contains a noun 
phrasee in Focus, the rest of the clause should to a large extent be presupposed. In written 
textss this means that the presupposed parts are somehow to be found in the preceding 
discourse.. In section 8.5.2 I have collected all examples in my corpus which contain both 
elementss of the pattern for Replacing Focus, 'not X, but Y! ' (see section 8.1). In section 
8.5.33 the material with only the second member present is presented ('(not X), but Y!') . 

Sectionn 8.5.4. presents Focal substantival or adjectival apa- occurring in the main 
clausee of a relative sentence. Whereas in the sections 8.5.2. and 8.5.3. contextual clues are 
usedd to establish the type of Focus, these clues are not present in case of apa- in relative 
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sentences.. The same situation applies to adjectively used apa- in simple main clauses 
(sectionn 8.5.5.). 

8.5.2.. Replacing apa-: explicit 'not X, but Y!' 

Whenn an assumed presupposition is explicitly denied, some elements in the assertion (Y) 
shouldd be repeated in the negated part (X). The clause elements in Y that are not repeated 
shouldd then constitute the Focus. In the following examples the negated clauses are 
completelyy underlined, while in the clause containing the corrected information only the Focal 
partt is underlined. 

Thee list below contains all the clauses in my corpus that exhibit this pattern. Two more 
representativee examples were taken from outside my corpus (exx. 8.37,8.42). 

8.366 KBo 6.2 Hi 23-24, § 57 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 68-9, (translating 
differentlyy ). 
§§ 23 takku GU4.MAH-tf/ i kuiski daiezzi takku GU4 saudisza natta G[U4.MAH]-as 
[takk]u[takk]u  GU4 iugas natta G\JAMAH-as takku GU4 taiugas a-pa-as GU4.MAH-a.s 
[(karü[(karü 30GUA)].\jl.Apisker kinuna 15 GU4.HLA pdi... 
Iff  anyone steals a bull —if a bovine (is) a weanling, (it is) not a bull, if a bovine (is) a 
yearling,, (it is) not a bull if a bovine (is) a two-year-old, that (apas) (is) a bull—, 
formerlyy they gave 30 cattle. But now he shall give 15 cattle: ... 

8.377 KBo 3.1 ii 36'-39' (OH/NS, Telipinu, CTH 19), ed. Hoffmann 1984: 32-33 
§§ 36'  LUGAL-uszsan hantezziias z pat DUMU.LUGAL  DUMU-RU kikk[(is)]taru takku 
DUMU.LU[GAL|| 3?' hantezzis NÜ.GAL nu kuis tan pedal [DU]MU-/?f/ nu LUGAL-
u[s]u[s]  a-pa-a-as 38 kisaru man PUMU.LUGAL-ttm DUMU.NITA NÜ.GAL nu kuis 
DUMU.MUNUSS \xanteizis 39 nuzssisssan LVantiiantan appdndu nu LUGAL-us q^ 
pa-a-aspa-a-as kis[(aru)] § 
Onlyy the first ranking prince (and) son shall become king. If there is no first ranking 
prince,, then one who is a son of second rank, he (apas) shall become king. If there is 
noo prince (or) heir, then they must take the husband of a daughter of first rank, so that 
hehe (apas) shall become king. 

8.388 IBoT 1.36 i 20-21 (MH/MS instruction, CTH 262), ed. Guterbock & Van den Hout 
1991:4-5 5 

392392 Hoffner translates takku GU4 saudisza natta G[U4.MAtf]-a£ 2 4 [takk]u GU4 iugas natta GU4.MAtf-aS 
takkutakku GU4 taiugas apas GU4.MAtf-<w as 'if (it is) a weanling calf, (it is) not a bull, if (it is) a yearling calf, 
(itt is) not a bull, if (it is) a two-year-old bovine, that (is) a bull' . The to^M-clauses in § 57 and 58 are 
differentt from the other ones in the Laws because they do not function as the condition for the penalty in a 
protasis.. The Law is only about the stealing of a bull and there are no alternatives offered with a different 
penaltyy as in the other Laws. Instead, the conditional sentence is inserted to define what exactly may be 
consideredd a bull. Hoffner indicates this by using hyphens. This interjection has to be disconnected from the 
restt of the Law and is completely independent. It has therefore to be translated as 'if a bovine (is) a weanling, 
(itt is) not a bull, if a bovine (is) a yearling, (it is) not a bull, if a bovine (is) a two-year-old, that (is) a bull'. 
Withoutt the interjected definitions the Law reads as takku GU4.MA{J-flA i kuiski daiezzi karü 30 GU4.{JI.A 
piskerpisker kinuna 15 GU4.tfI.A pdi 'If anyone steals a bull, formerly they gave 30 cattle. But now he shall give 15 
cattle:: ...', with the same patterning as for example Law § 7 and 9. 

3933 See also the parallel law § 58. 
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211 ' 

nzastanzasta man «GI» appizzis DUMUE.GAL  para uizzi nt anz si 
LÜ.SUKUR.GUSKINN ÜL pdi nzasta kuuapi para GAL-is DUMU.É.GAL  uizzi nassu 
UGULA.100 nasma NIMGIR.ÉRIN.ME S [L^MES]EDI  uizzi nu GI  a-pê-e-da-ni pianzi 
Iff  a palace attendant of the lowest rank comes out, the gold-spear-man does not give it 
(thee key) to him. When a high palace attendant comes out — either a commander-of-
100 or an army-bailiff (or) a [gu]ard comes— they give the key to him (apedani). 

8.399 IBoT 1.36 i 60-63 (MH/MS instruction, CTH 262), ed. Giiterbock & Van den Hout 
1991:: 10-11 
§§ 6°  DUMU.MES.É.GAL-7YM GAL-iaz KA.GAL-az katta ÜL 

paiskandapaiskanda mat?kan lusdaniiaz katta pais[kand]a nu 1 L^MESEDI kuis 
sarkantinsarkantin 2 uiddizzi UGULA.DUMU.MES.KIN-ZÖ kuin par[d pi]ieskizzi nuzkan 
GAL-iazGAL-iaz katta a-pa-as paiskitta 
Thee guards and the palace attendants shall not go down the main gate; they shall go 
downn through the postern. The one guard that brings a defendant, the one whom the 
chief-of-messengerss dispatches, he_ (apas) shall go down through the (main) gate. 

8.400 IBoT 1.36 ii i 42-48 (MH/MS instruction, CTH 262), ed. Giiterbock & Van den Hout 
1991:26-27 7 

LVMESLVMESMEME$$EDUTEDUTi?mazkani?mazkan kuies dssanzi nu man GISsUKUR kuis 43 ÜL harzi 
nuzzanuzza GI%>A.yi.A kuit tanzi nzatzkan SA ^-kalmusas 44 DUMU.É[.GAL ] ÜL 
handd\n]t\arMhandd\n]t\arM para damdes 2 DUMU.É.GAL  45 tienzi nuzssizkan a-pé-e 
ha[ndd]nziha[ndd]nzi ^-^^MESEDI?ma  kuies 46 G%A.IJI. A harkanzi nzatzsmas [EGlK-an 
(?)(?) iia(?)a]nta 
§477 man L^HAZANNU^ma  nasma UGULA NIMGIR.ÉRIN.ME[ S handaiti\ari nu * smas ? 
kankan a-pé-e handdnzi a-pé-e-da-as dr[a] 
Ass for the guards that remain behind, if someone (among them) has no spear, since 
theyy take staffs, they will not be lined up with the palace attendant of the lituus. Two 
otherr palace attendants will step forward. They (ape) wil l line up with him. As for the 
guardss that hold staffs, they wil l [walk behind (?)] them. 
Butt if a hazannu or an overseer-of-army-bailiffs [is presen]t, they (ape) will line up 
withh them. For them (apedas) it is rig[ht]. 

Thee last clause of ex. 8.39 contains a pronoun in replacing Focus, without the explicit 
negationn that it was not right for the others to be lined up with the palace attendant holding the 
lituus.. Other examples where the negation remains implicit are discussed in section 8.5.3. 

Inn the next example the predicate is not literally repeated, but the intention is the same: 

8.411 KUB 14.1 rev. 29-32 (MH/MS indictment, CTH 147), ed. Götze 1928: 26-27 
§§ 29 E[GIR]??-tfz SA dUTU-S/ namma asdnta KUR.KUR-77M das KUR ^^Zümanti 
KURR VRVWallarimma KUR m{JYalanti KUR VRU[zümarri] 30 KUR 
UR]JUR]JMütamütassaMütamütassa KUR VRVAttarimma KUR ^^Ëurüta  KUR VR{JHürsanassa nu 
nammanamma kël SA KUR.KUR-77A/ LÜr.ME S TEMl]  —-M\A\HAR dUTU-.?/ uuauanzi ÜL 
tarn\a]itarn\a]i  ÉRIN.MES-/<z? kêl SA KUR.KUR-77Af MAHAR dUTU-̂ 7 uuauanzi ÜL tarnai 
kuedaniziakuedanizia ku\it ësta??] — nu namma MAHAR dUTU-̂ 7 arzamussza \u\tummanzi 
PLPL tarnai nzuszza a~pa~a-as daskit 
Afterwardss he (= Madduwatta) moreover took the countries belonging to My Majesty: 
Zumanti,, Wallarimma, Yalanti, Zumarri, Mutamutassa, Attarimma, Suruta, 
Hursanassa.. No longer he lets the messengers! of these countries go to My Majesty, 
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andd no longer he lets the troops of these countries go to My Majesty, and to whom 
whafteverr was (??)1, no longer he lets (them) bring tribute to My Majesty. (Instead,) 
he_he_ (apas) takes them. 

Thee negations clearly imply that the king should take all the goods and tributes. But instead, 
Madduwattaa takes it all. So the 'taking of the messengers, troops and tributes' has to be 
consideredd as presupposed, and only the Subject is changed from the expected 'My Majesty' 
too the unexpected 'Madduwatta'. 

Thee next examples speak for themselves: 

8.422 KUB 13.20 obv. 16-18 (MH/NS instruction, Tudhaliya I, CTH 259), ed. Alp 1947: 
390,406 6 
§§ I6 man dUTU-$Izma lahhi ukila ÜL pdimi nu tuzziia kuin DUMU.LUGAL  nasma 
BE[LBE[L  GAL] uatarnahmi nu tuzzin lahhi a-pa-a-as pêhutezzi 
Iff  I, My Majesty, myself do not go on campaign, then the prince or [great] lor[d] that I 
appointt as commander in the army, he shall lead the army on campaign. 

8.433 KBo 11.1 obv. 37-39 (NH Prayer, Muwattalli II , CTH 382), ed. Houwink ten Cate & 
Josephsonn 1967: 108394 

manman 1 -EN URU-LUMzma kuiski nasma 1 -EN É-TUM kuiski [ ] 38 #UL-ahzi 
nzatzkannzatzkan DINGIR-Lf/ M  a-pé-e-da-ni ANA l-EN URV-LIM  l-EN É-TI anda sanhi nu 
apatx[apatx[ ] 39 ANA KUR-TIzmazatzkan lê anda sanahti 
Or,, if some single city or some single estate [ ] harms [ ], then, O god, 
avengee it on that (apedani) one city, (or) on (that) one house. That (neuter) 
[[  ], but do not avenge it on the country. 

Thee following example contains the pronoun apa- in the negating clause instead of in the 
correctingg one: 

8.444 KUB 14.4 iv 17-21 (NH plea, Mursili II , CTH 70), ed. De Martino 1998: 30, 38395 

177 [MUNUS.LUGAL̂ w a ANA dIsh]ara URlJAstata kissan memiskit DINGIR-LJ/ M 
apdtsuaapdtsua n [KÜ.BABBAR VRUAstata ]WO ammuk jwrmi tueUua $A DJNGIR-UM 
KÜ.BABBARR kuis fyarzi19 [nuzua apêl É*$\U kuis sunniskit nuzua DINGR-Lt/ M 
a-pu-u-una-pu-u-un PL ëpti 20 [ULzmazuazssi DA]M-ZU  DUMU.MES-ft/ êpti nu^ua am-
mu-ukmu-uk niuallin  êpti 21 [nassuzua apü]n êp nasma^ua DAM-ZU DUMU.MEÈ-SU ëp 
[Thee queen] spoke as follows [to Ishjara of Astata: "O god, it is not / who keep that 
[silverr of Astata]. The one who holds your, the deity's silver, the one who fill s h[is 
ownn house (with it)] , that one (apun) you, o god, do not take. You do [not] take his 
[wi]fe,, his sons [from him]. You take me, the innocent! Please take [either hi]m, or 
takee his wife (and) his sons (instead). 

Thee negating clause could never be expressed in the next example, because if there is no 
offspringg one cannot say that he cannot be placed in kingship: 

8.455 Bo 86/299 iii 17-20 (lateNH treaty, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 106A), ed. Otten 1988: 20-21 

3944 Similarly KBo 11.1 rev. 7-8: 7 n*at?kan dU EN-M a-pé-e-da-ni ANA É-TI anda sanah [  ] " 
K\JR-eztnazatzkanK\JR-eztnazatzkan anda lê [sanahti] 

Thee emendations are mine, see De Martino I.e. with different emendations and literature. 
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177 manzsi NUMUN DUMU.NITAjma ÜL êszi nu NUMUN DUMU.MUNUS $A 
mdLAMM AA  EGIR-an sanhandu n^at man arahzenizia KUR-e ,9 mat apezzi^ia 
EGlR-paEGlR-pa uuadandu nu INA KUR dV-tassa LUGAL-iznani a-pu-u-un tittanuuandu 
§ § 
Iff  he has no offspring of son(s), they must look for offspring of the daughter(s) of 
Kurunta.. Even if he (lit . it) is (located) in a foreign country, they must bring him (lit . 
it)) even from there, and they must place him (apun) in Kingship in Tarhuntassa. 

Sometimess there is no negation but a paraphrase instead: 

8.466 KBo 16.47 obv. l ' -3' (MH/MS treaty, CTH 28), ed. Otten 1967: 56. 
Urasz\aUrasz\a Müd[am]ut[asissza] karü ammel es[er] [man? m]Hühazalmas?a 

kürurkürur ëpta apecmazmuzkan \YLG\R-an ar ha na]ïr nzattza a-pé-e-el kïsantat 
Noww the cities [Ura] (and) Mudamutasi were mine in the past. But [when] Huhazalma 
becamee hostile, they [defect]ed [from] me. They became his  ̂(apel) (instead). 

Inn a similar context: 

8.477 KUB 14.1 obv. 73-74 (MH/MS indictment, CTH 147), ed. Götze 1968: 18-19 
§§ 73 nammazkan mMadduuat\tas L]ÜLM[E S M Dalauua ANA KUR ^£U//A777 
EG\R-anEG\R-an arhazpat nail mat ISTU LÜ.MES SU.GI-77M kattan a-pé-e-da-ni 74 

iianniuaniianniuan [ddi]r 
Thenn Madduwa[tta] turned [the pleople of Dalauwa away from Hatti. And following 
thee decision of the elders they [too]k to march with him (apedani) (instead). 

8.5.3.. Replacing apa-\ implicit '(not X,) but Y! ' 

Thee examples in this section only contain the second member of the Replacing Focus 
construction,, the negating member is not explicitly mentioned in the preceding text. Despite 
thatt omission, it is often very clear that the entity referred to by apa- replaces an earlier 
mentionedd entity. 

Thee first two examples show the use of apa- in a coordinate structure: 

8.488 KBo 6.3 ii i 70-71, § 74 (OH/NS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 81 
§§ takku SI GU4 nasma GÏR GU4 kuiski duuarnizi apünzza a-pa-a-as dai Ü 
GU44 SIG5 <ANA> BEL GU4 pai... 

Iff  anyone breaks the horn or leg of an ox, he (apas) shall take him, and also , he 
shalll  give an ox in good condition to the owner of the (injured) ox. 

Inn a case like this one would expect that the owner takes the ox while the offender pays some 
compensatoryy money. This type of fine is actually mentioned in the second part of the law: "If 
thee owner of the ox says: "I wil l take my own ox," he shall take his ox, and also, he (the 
offender)) shall pay two sheqels of silver". Therefore, the taking of the ox is a presupposed 
actionn while the one who takes it, the offender, is unexpected. The pragmatic role of the 
subjectt apas is therefore Replacing Focus. The next law is similar: 

Seee Chapter 7 for the translation of the coordinator ~ya as 'and also'. 
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8.499 KUB 29.24 i 3-6, § 113 (OH/NS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 108-109 
§33 [takku miianda}^ Gl^GESTlN-an kuiski karaszi kars[(andan)]4 [Gl$GESTlN-an] 
a-pa-a-asa-pa-a-as dai SlG5-ann?a GESTIN 5 [(ANA) BE)]L  GI§GESTIN pdi 
Iff  anyone cuts down a [fruit-beari]ng vine, /ze (apas) shall take the cut-down [vine] 
andd he also shall give a good vine to the owner of the vine. 

Inn the preceding two laws the referent of apas is highly salient and in fact expected as the 
Topicc of the clause. But since the relationship between the predicate and this salient entity is 
nott to be expected, the subject appears in Focus. In the next example the legislator again uses 
thee independent pronoun apa- where it could easily be left out if only saliency were taken into 
account. . 

8.500 KBo 25.5: 5'+ Ui l '-4', § 166 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 133 
[(takku)[(takku) o o o o o o o oo (NUMUN-m)] NUMUN-a/i sër kuiski [(süniezzi) o o 

oo o o (GV-SÜ GlSAPIN)-/? (sër) t]ianz[i]2'  [2 (SIMDI  GU4.£I.A turiianzi kêl mëni* 
ssit)]ssit)] tuuan këll[(?a)] 3 [(mënizssit duuan nëianzi Lö-esn aki GU4.)MÉ]S-sza 
akkanziakkanzi 4 [(Ü A.§ A-LAM karüzpat kuis süniet tzaz a-)]pa-a-as uarasse 
Iff  anyone sows (his own) seed on top (of another man's seed) [...], they shall place 
hiss neck on a plow. They shall hitch up [two] teams of oxen. They shall turn the face 
off  one (team) in one direction and of the other in the other direction. The man dies 
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andd the oxen die. But the one who sowed the field first, he_ (apas) shall reap (it). 

Inn this case it is not necessary to express that the offender does not reap the field given his 
ratherr gruesome death. Still, the legislator found it necessary to stress the fact that the first 
sowerr and the not the second one reaps the field. 

8.511 IBoT 1.36 iv 18-23 (MH/MS instruction, CTH 262), ed. Giiterbock & Van den Hout 
1991:: 34-35 

188 GlS 19 

§§ mahhanzmazkan L\JGAL-us huluganaz katta tïêzzi nu man GAL 
20 0 

MESEDIMESEDI arta nu GAL  MESEDI EGlR-anta U$GEN nu UJGAL-un EGlR-pa ANA 
GALL  DUMU.MES.É.GAL  fyikzi man ta[m]aiszrna kuiski BELUM  21 handaitta kuis 
fcantezzi[a]nnifcantezzi[a]nni arta nu a-pa-as USGEN man BELU GALzma ÜL kuiski 
JwndaittariJwndaittari nu kuis 23 L^AfESEDI^ma  arta nu a-pa-as l/SGEN 
Whenn the king steps down from the cart, if there stands the chief-of-guards, the chief-
of-guardss prostrates himself behind (the king). He entrusts the king back to the chief-
of-palace-attendants.. But if some other official is available who stands in the front 
line,, (then) he (apas) prostrates himself. But if there is not any high official available, 
(then)) whichever guard stands (there), he (apas) prostrates himself. 

Inn this example it is not necessary to negate that someone prostrates himself behind the king. 
Thee context itself makes it very clear that the subject of 'to prostrate' is each time replaced. 

8.522 KBo 15.10+ ii 20-21 (MH/MS ritual, Tudhaliya & Nikkalmati, CTH 443), ed. Szabó 
1971:22-23 3 
nuzssannuzssan kuit {Zi ANA BEU 21 [tak]kiskit ntat?san EGIR-pa a-pé-da-ni taksan ëstu 

Seee also the parallel law § 167. 
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Whatt Zi(plantawiya) kept [assigning to the lord, let that be assigned in return to her 
(apedani). (apedani). 

Ziplantawiyaa has been trying to curse the royal family. In this ritual the ritual practitioner tries 
too undo the evil magic of Ziplantawiya. The basic idea is that, first, the evil directed towards 
thee royal family has to be undone, and secondly, to reverse the evil toward Ziplantawiya. The 
undoingg of the evil deeds is not explicitly mentioned here, but paraphrased in ii 13-16. 

Thee scope of Focus is only apedani. The rest of the information in the clause is 
alreadyy presupposed since it is almost completely expressed in the preceding relative clause. 

Limitingg apa- is often found in stipulations concerning the succession of a vassal king. 
Usuallyy the future king has to be a son of the vassal king, in order to secure a dynasty that is 
loyall  to the Hittites. In each of the following examples (8.53-55) apa- could have been left 
outt without disrupting the syntax or the semantics of the clause. The fact that apa- is used in 
eachh case in this context means that the Addressee should infer that the successor is exactly 
thatthat person instead of anyone else he might think of. Another option might be that the 
Speakerr assumes that the Addressee considers more than one successor to the throne. In that 
casee we are dealing with Selecting Focus. 

8.533 KBo 5.3 i 8-11 (MH/NS treaty, Suppiluliuma I, CTH 42), ed. Friedrich 1930: 106-7, 
CHDD S p. 29 

nuzzanuzza zik mHuqqands d{JTU-Sl?pat A$$UM BELUTIM  sak 9DUMU-YAtia kuin 
dUTU-£// temi künzuazza hümanza sdkdu mant kan istarna tekkussami nu^za 
ziqqzaziqqza mHuqqands a-pu-u-un sak 
You,You, Huqqana, must recognize only My Majesty as to souverainty and also, my son of 
whomm I, My Majesty, say: "This one (here) everyone must recognize", and I introduce 
him,, you too, Huqqana, must recognize him (apun). 

8.544 KBo 5.9 i 24-26 (NH treaty, Mursili II, CTH 62), ed. Friedrich 1926: 12 
mahhannzamahhannza DAMzKA tatti 25 nuzza man DUMU.IBIL A nasi nu katta IN A KUR 
^^Amurri^^Amurri  a-pa-a-as LUGAL-us ësdu 
Andd when you take your wife, if you beget a son, (then) later he (apas) shall be king 
inn Amurru . 

8.555 Bo 86/299 ii 90-93 (lateNH treaty, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 106A), ed. Otten 1988: 20-1 
kuin^zakuin^za imma DUMU-a/i  mdLAMMA-a. f malaizzi manias apel 915A MUNUS77 

DUMU-ass mamas tamêl kuêlqa MUNUS-ew DUMU-ai92 nu kuis DUMU-â  ANA 
mdLAMM AA  Zl-anza kuinzza DUMV-an mdLAMNlA-as malaizzi 93 nu IN A KUR URU 

ddU-tassaU-tassa LXJGAL-iznani a-pu-u-un tittanuddu 
Whateverr son Kurunta might approve of —be he the son of that woman, be he the son 
off  any other woman, any son that is favorable to Kurunta— whatever son Kurunta 
mightt approve of, he shall install him (apun) in Kingship in Tarhuntassa. 

Heree apa- might indicate Replacing Focus because in the preceding example it was stated that 
Kuruntaa was obliged to designate the son of his appointed fiancee as his heir: 

8.566 Bo 86/299 ii 85-86 (NH treaty, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 106A), ed. Otten 1988: 20-1 
MUNUS.LUGALL zuaztta kuin MUMJSTUM DAM-anni pdi nuzua IN A KUR URUdij. 
tassatassa 86 LVGAL-iznani a-pé-el DlMUzSu ddi 
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"Ass for the woman which the queen shall give you in marriage, you must place a son 
off  hers (apel) in kingship in Tarhuntassa!" 

Thiss prospective heir is now replaced by anyone Kurunta might consider fit. The use of 
Limitingg apel in ii 85 implies Kurunta should only choose one specific son from one wife as 
hiss heir, with the rest of the candidates implicitly present at the background. This is made 
explicitt later, in ex. 8.55 where the restriction is lifted. In section 8.5.4 I present some 
exampless of the use of apa- following a relative clause. The interpretation given there is that 
inn that case apa- seems to carry Selecting Focus, and our example here supports that analysis. 

8.577 KBo 2.2 ii 25-26 (lateNH Oracle, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 577), ed. Van den Hout 1998: 
130-131. . 
§§ 25 nu dammais kuiski DINGIR-Lt/A f kardimmiiauanza 26 nu asi INIM GIG a-pa-
a-asa-as iiazi 
Iss some other deity angry, does slhe (apas) cause that matter of the illness? 

Thiss is one of the very few examples which has asi and apa- in the same clause. Here we can 
seee how they have completely different functions. The pronoun apa- referring to a topical 
entityy is used to indicate (implicit) Replacing Focus, whereas the adjectively used 
demonstrativee asi refers further backward, across a paragraph boundary, having nothing to do 
withh counter presuppositional Focus, 

8.588 KUB 26.12+ ii 29-35 (lateNH oath, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 255.1), ed. Von Schuier 
1957:: 25 (see also 5.9, 5.27) 
299 namma apdt kuit ëssatteni nu KUR.KUR.ÖI. A  30 BA[L  d]apianda 1-êtta 
naiskittinnaiskittin 3I nu K[UR.KUR].tfI. A  LUKÜR dassanuskittin 32 KUR.KUR ^HATTItma 
maliskunuttinmaliskunuttin 33 nu apdt memiskatteni manzuaznnas nakkeszi nuzuazkan q^ 
pé-e-da-nipé-e-da-ni EGJR-a[nd\a tiiaueni ... § 
Furthermore,, as for that whatyou do: You turned all defective countries into one, you 
madee the countries of the enemy powerful, while the countries of Hatti you made 
weak,, and you say that: "If it becomes difficult for us, we shall step behind that one 
(apedani)",(apedani)", ... . 

Leavingg Tudhaliya, we turn to a prayer in which a princess in bad health tries to convince a 
deityy that her  substitute would be a much better  object for  divine anger: 

8.599 KBo 4.6 obv. 11'-16'  (NH prayer, Gassulawiya, CTH 380), ed. Tischler 1984: 12-13 
nuzttanuztta kdsma am[mel ta]rpassa[n] ,2 unuuandan uppabfrun maszkan ammuk 
kattankattan SlG5-anza 13 parkuiszas apas misriuanza apas harkiszas apas mas? 
kankan frümandaz asanuuanza nut kan DJNGJR-UM EN-YA a-pu-u-un l menahhanda 
uskiuski nu PANI DINGIR-L/A / EN-YA ka-a-as MUNVS-as uehattaru 
II  have just sent you m[y] adorned [substitute. She is better than me. Pure she (is), 
thatt one (apas), shining she is, that one (apas), fair she is, that one (apas). She is 
endowedd with everything. O God, My Lord, look at hei (apuny instead of me)! Let 
thisthis woman (instead of me) be the most important to the god My Lord. 

Thee accusative apun in obv. 14' is obviously used in replacing Focus: 'look at her, not me!' 
andd the same applies to the preverbal Subject kds MUNVS-as in obv. 15'. The function of the 
threee nominatives apas in obv. 13' might be different, although it could be argued that the 
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Speakerr simply wants to say: 'She is pure (not me), she is shining (not me), etc.'. (See also 
sectionn 8.5.5. and the treatment of this example as ex. 6.79) 

Thee same might count for the next example where the ones who killed Duthaliya 
alreadyy paid the price for that murder. Mursili's implicit question is 'why do we have to pay 
withh our lives if they have already done so?': 

8.600 KUB 14.14 + rev. 21'-22' (NH prayer, Mursili II , CTH 378 I), ed. Lebrun 1980: 196 
§§ 21 DINGIR.ME S EN.MES^y/l SA mDudhalüa kuit êshar EGIR-ÖAZ sanhat[teni] 2r 

nunu z kan mDudhaliian kuiês kuennir nu êshar a-pu-u-us sarnin[kir] 
Ass for the fact that you, o gods, my lords, are seeking the blood of Dudhaliya, the ones 
whoo killed Dudhaliya, they (apus) pai[d] for the blood. 

Inn all cited examples apa- referred to a first order entity. Reference to higher order entities 
occurss in KUB 22.70398: 

8.611 KUB 22.70 obv. 31-32 (NH oracle, Hattusili III , CTH 566), ed. Ünal 1978: 62-63 
3 1 . . . 

§§ eni z ia kuit {Ammattallas IQBI  punussuueni z ma nam man memias asanza 
manman mahhan ANA IR z ma z kan anda ÜL appiskir nu man zilas a-pé-e-ez kisat 
nunu KUS.MES NU.SlG5-du SAG.ME NU.S[lG5] § 
Andd about that (fact), that Ammattalla has made a statement (lit . has spoken)399: on 
thee one hand (-ma) we have not yet inquired whether (her) statement is true, or how 
(itt is), on the other hand (-ma), they have not submitted (it) to an oracle inquiry. If 
thee oracle outcome has happened because of that (apez), (then) let the exta be 
unfavorable.. SAG.ME. Unfavorable]. 

8.622 KUB 22.70 obv. 61-63 (NH oracle, Hattusili III , CTH 566), ed. Ünal 1978: 74-75 
61 1 

§§ enigma kuit MUNUS.LUGAL  UN.MES-sus katta GUL-antes ANA dUTU-$I ISPUR 
dd\JTU-$lzma?kan\JTU-$lzma?kan memian menahhanda kanista 62 nu kissan IQBI  lëzuazmu 
kuitkikuitki  mematteni n?as?kan ser karussiiat nu man ANA DINGIR-L/ M  63 a-pa-a-at 
kuitkikuitki TUKU.TUKU-az Dl)-at ... 
Ass for that (fact), that the queen wrote about the 'downbeaten' people to the king, but 
(that)) the king recognized the matter facing (him) and spoke like this: "you (pi.) must 
notnot tell me anything!", and (that) he became silent about (it), if that (apat) became 
somehoww (a reason for) anger for the deity, ... 

Summarizing,, the classification of apa- as a pronoun with Replacing Focus reading was based 
onn contextual considerations. In section 8.5.2. the expression type was "Not X, but Y!" 
whereass it was "(Not X), but Y! " in section 8.5.3. 

Thee extensive list of examples serves to illustrate a pattern: the pronoun apa- with 
Replacingg Focus reading is connected with preverbal position. This wil l further elaborated 
uponn in section 8.6. 

8.5.4.. Limiting apa- in relative sentences 

39<< See also KUB 22.70 obv. 43 (NH oracle, CTH 566). 
399 9 

Ünall  differently: 'Auch das, was Ammatalla erzahlt hat, ...*. I do not agree with an interpretation of eni as 
thee object of IQBI, 'has spoken'. In the majority of cases, eni kuit serves to introduce a whole clause or 
propositionn into the discourse, instead of introducing some entity (with which it then may agree in case.) 
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Inn the preceding sections several examples with Replacing apa- contained a relative clause 
immediatelyy preceding the apa- clause (for example, exx. 8.37, 8.39). In those cases the 
contextt provided clear clues for the type of Argument Focus that was indicated by apa-. In 
thisthis section I wil l present some other examples of apa- following a relative clause which 
containss the referent of apa- introduced by kui-. The difference however with the preceding 
sectionss is that it is not possible to more narrowly define the type of Focus. It seems to me 
thatt there is a general sense of 'exactly this ... and nothing else', implying Selecting Focus 
althoughh in most examples there are no clear indications in the context which support this 
interpretation. . 

Theree are two patterns: "kui- N ... apa- N" and "kui-... apa-". In the next examples 
thee pattern is "kui- N ... apa- N". 

8.633 HKM  43 obv. 4'-7' (MH/MS letter, Tudhaliya III , CTH 199), ed. Alp 1991: 182-183 
44 KUR-iazkan kuies anda URU.DIDU.HI.A arnumanzi tar antes § nu a-pu-u-us 

—«— — 

URU.DIDU.HI.AA  karü arnuir 
Whatt cities in the country are promised to be displaced, those (apus) cities they have 
alreadyy displaced. 

8.644 KUB 19.26 i 7'-10'  (pre-NH/NS treaty, Suppiluluma, CTH 44) 
7''  \k]uisza antuuahhas /7T[/] MUNUS.LUGAL  nasma katta 8 [l]TTI  DUMU.LUGAL 
uastaiuastai minkan a\-yu-\u-un antuhsan 9 L̂ SANGA nasma katta DUMU LÖSANG[A 
a]ssulia]ssuli anda lë jiuittiianzi 
(If )) any man sins against the queen or later the prince, then that (apun) man the Priest 
orr later the son of the Priest may not haul in favorably. 

8.655 KUB 1.1+ iv 62-64 (NH egodocument, Hattusili in, CTH 81), ed. Otten 1981: 28-29 
nuzzanuzza SES-K4 mNIR.GAL-/[(̂ ) ]  63 Ukuit A$)VtU ̂ tU-assan parnauaiskit man ch 
pi-iapi-ia pi\(di)] [(LUGAL-i)]znanni tittanunun 
Whatt place, Tarhuntassa, my brother Muwatalli made into property of the royal house, 
inn that (apiya) place I installed him (= Kurunta) in kingship. 

8.666 Bo 86/299 ii 59-60 (lateNH treaty, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 106.1), ed. Otten 1988: 18-19 
ANAANA TUPPI RIKILTl  $A ABIzYAzkan kuies URuDlDU.ttLA gL ^ kiiantari nu a-pu-u-
uSuS URuDIDLLfll A fèTu A-5AA.GAR NAM.RA humantaza ANA mdLAMM A LUGAL KUR 
dd\J-tassa\J-tassa ARAD-anni ADDIN 
Thee cities which are not laid down on the sealed tablet of my father, those (apus) 
cities,, including all the fields (and) deportees, I have given to Kurunta, King of 
Tarhuntassaa in subjection. 

Inn the pattern "kui- N ... apa- N" the noun is repeated, and the only new element is apa-, 
whichh therefore carries the main accent of the noun phrase. In English one would say "which 
citiess ... those cities" and not *"which cities ... those cities", with the accent on cities. The 
accentt on "those" probably implies some contrast with or selection from a non-specified 
groupp of candidates, which led me above to the paraphrase 'exactly this ... and none other'. 

Thee relative sentence occurs also without noun: "kui- ... apa-". Two examples from 
earliestt and latest Hittite are: 

Thee examples cited here are only a small selection of the kui-... apa- clauses in my corpus. 
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8.677 KBo 17.3+ ü 12'-13'  (OS ritual, CTH 416.1), ed. Neu 1980a: 14 
13' ' 

nunu kuit [LU]GAL-us tezzi nu a-pa-a-at iiami 
Whateverr the king says, that (apat) I wil l do. 

8.688 KBo 2.2 ii 32-34 (lateNH oracle, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 577), ed. Van den Hout 1998-
130 0 
322 nu kuit SlxSA[-ta]ri 33 nu ANA dUTU URVPl}-na a-pa\-a-ai\ 34 SVM-anzi 
Whatt will be established, tha\i\ (apat) they shall give to the Sungoddess of Arinna. 

Contraryy to the examples in the preceding sections, preverbal position does not seem to come 
intoo play. In exx. 8.67 and 8.68 the pronoun is preverbal, but in the other examples presented 
heree apa~ occurs in first position. 

8.5.5.. Postposed adjectival apa-

Althoughh most adjectival apa-s precede the head noun, Kammenhuber HW2 133b observed 
thatt sometimes adjectival apa- is postposed to its head noun. According to her postposed 
adjectivall  apa- occurs in "emphatischer Sprache" (I.e.).401 The problem with this formulation 
iss that apa- is almost always 'emphatic', that is, in Focus in the framework presented here. 
Focall  apa- with -pat preceding its head noun is found in ex. 8.25, 8.30, 8.32-34, and without 
-pat-pat in exx. 8.62-65. The question therefore is, assumed that position in the clause is 
correlatedd with (pragmatic) function, does postposed apa- indicate something else besides the 
Focuss already discussed in the preceding sections? The following overview of the examples 
off  postposed apa- in my corpus and one example from Kammenhuber (o.c.) does not seem to 
indicatee Replacing or Restricting Focus, althought the notion of Selecting Focus is vaguely 
present.. A similar problem one encounters with apa- resuming the referent of a relative 
(pro)noun.. The examples from my corpus are: 

Somee of the examples cited by Kammenhuber can now be explained on the basis of the general rules 
formulatedd in the Chapters on apa-. Two examples contain the Expanding Focus particle -ya "also": Mursili 
Sprachlahmungg rev. 27 and KUB 41.23 ii 6. The former Kammenhuber (o.c. 135) translated as "und den 
bespanntenn Wagen, auch den nahmen sie", see my different parsing of the clause in Ch. 7 ex. 7.39. The other 
attestationn of apa- with -ya occurs in First position following its head noun: § 6 si-e-es-sar a-pa~a-at-ta 
QATAMMAQATAMMA ie[zzi "[He] brfews ?] that beer too in the same way." Only rarely the Focal particle -ya occurs in 
initiall  position, and even then in very specific contexts. I certainly do not expect Focal -ya in Initial position 
afterr a paragraph line. Therefore apatt-a takes its regular position in the clause, without indicating more than if 
thee head noun 'beer' would follow apatt-a. Most of the other examples cited in Kammenhuber o.c. are too 
brokenn to allow any conclusions concerning emphasis or Focus: KBo 16.25+ i 78 KIN-az a-pi-e-iz anne[sk-, 
KUBB 46.42 iii 7 DlNGlR-LIM-za-ma-smas-kan a-pi-iz-za[. With -pat: KBo 22.254 obv. 3: ud[d]d[r]  3 [/«-«?]-
IiIi  a-pé-e-pdt m[e]miskizzi summanti[ . . . ] §; KUB 45.22 v 12: uddd]rsrna a-pé-e-pdt memai; VBoT32 i 7f. 
§§ 7' [ ]x-z/ DINGIR.MES-tti a-pu-u-us-pdt 8' [...] eukzi; KUB 26.69 vi 15 : ]x halkius a-pu-u-us-pdt 
§.. The pronoun apa- is probably not used adjectively in KUB 5.1+52.65 i 11 (with Ünal 1974): DINGIR.MES-
zackanzackan zilan a-pa-a-at mdlan "(If ) that is approved of subsequently {zilan) by the gods. ...". apat is used 
heree in Replacing Focus in preverbal position. Compare with the preceding oracle question with negative 
outcomee in i 8: DINGIR.MES-za s at * kan zilan mdlan. The idea is: "since not this action is approved of, wil l 
thatthat then be approved of?". 

Inn Chapter 5 I have discussed the use of apa- as a Medial demonstrative. In that role apa- is often not 
'emphatic'. . 
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8.699 KBo 4.6 obv. i r -17 '  (NH prayer, Gassulawiya, CTH 380), ed. Tischler 1984: 12-13 
(seee also 8.58) 

vv 12' 

nuzttanuztta kasma am[mel ta]rpassa[n] unuuandan uppahhun nzaszkan ammuk 
kattankattan SlG5-anza parkuis tas a-pa-a-as misriuanza a-pa-a-as harkiszas a-pa-a-
asas nzaszkan hümandaz asanuuanza 
II  have just sent you m[y] adorned [substitute. She is better than me. Pure she (is), 
thatt one (apas), shining she is, that one (apas), fair she is, that one (apas). She is 
endowedd with everything. 

Althoughh apas is not an adjective, it seems somehow to modify the enclitic pronoun -as. 

8.700 KBo 4.6 rev. 7'-9' (NH prayer, Gassulawiya, CTH 380), ed. Tischler 1984: 16-17 
nuzzanuzza zik dLe[lu]anis 8'  [(apel SA GU4AB SE)] Ü SA UDU SE MAS-/a u z uï êt 9' 
[(nuzza[(nuzza ispai êsharzma)] a-pa-a-at eku nuzza ninga 
Youu Lelwani, eat the fat of her fattened cow, of her fattened sheep, and of her goat! 
Eatt until satisfaction! Now, drink that (apat) blood! Drink until satisfaction! 

8.711 KBo 11.1 obv. 14 (NH Prayer, Muwattalli II , CTH 382), ed. Houwink ten Cate & 
Josephsonn 1967: 106, 115. 
§§ 14 man * kan dU DINGIR-LUM  KUR-77 kuiski TUKU.TUKU-rtw f kinuna 
dA.NUN.NA.KI 44

 dV-an ANA DINGIR-L/A f a-pé-e-da-nU mena]hhanda taksulandu 
Iff  some god of the country has angered the Stormgod, (then) let now the netherworld 
deitiess reconcile the Stormgod with that (apedani) god.' 

8.722 KUB 21.38 rev. 11-13 (NH letter, Puduhepa, CTH 176), ed. Edel 1994: 222-223. 
ANAANA SES^K4 kuis Zl[-ni  <: l]umpastis ammukzmazan ANA SEŜ KA UL namma 
iiamiiiami  12 [m]dn ÜL kuit IDI  nu ANA SES zYA ^  lumlpastih a-pu-u-un D\J-mi 
karüzmakarüzma kuit IDI  13 nu ANA SESzYA ? lumpastin ÜLzpat ii[ami 
Ass for the annoyance [to the] soul of my brother, / shall not inflict it anymore upon my 
brother.. (But) since I didn't know, I could inflict that (apun) annoyance upon my 
brother.. But since I (now) already know, I shall not annoy my brother (anymore). 

Andd an example mentioned by Kammenhuber: 

8.733 KUB 36.75+ ii 9'-12'  (OH/MS Prayer, CTH 374), ed. Lebrun 1980: 123-124 
§§ kuiszmu DINGIR-Lf/A / ki inannza pais 10 nuzssan DINGJR-LUM a-pa-a-as 
manman nep[(isi)] mamas takrii  zigza dUTU-M5 kattizssi [(pdisi)] 
§§ 12 nu it ANA DINGIR-L/ M  a-pé-e-da-ni mêm[i] 
(II  say to you:) § If some deity might have given me this illness too, whether that 
(apas)(apas) deity is in heaven or on earth, you, o Sungod, accompany him. Go and tell that 
(( apedani) deity: "..." 

Itt is striking that these examples occur in prayers and a letter. It is therefore possible that we 
mightt have to take the type of genre into account. These examples of postposed apa- could 
belongg to a colloquial register which is otherwise not known to us. 

However,, the fact that these postposed adjectives occur only in genres with an active 
Addresseee could also point at something else. One of the major problems of apa- is how to 
distinguishh Focal adjectival apa- from non-focal Medial adjectival apa-, especially since it 
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shouldd be possible to have Focal medial apa-. Is it possible that postposed apa- indicates 
emphasiss on Medial apa-? Then we would have the following pattern (see also 5.5.3.): 

Focall  N Medial N Medial Focal N 

'that'that object' 'that object of yours' 'that object of yours' 

apa-apa- N apa- N N apa-

8.6.. Formal discussion of Limiting apa- without -pat 

Thee attestations of apa- with Replacing Focus were selected according to contextual criteria. 
Inn the clearest situations both members of the replacing Focus type, the negated statement and 
thee correcting piece of information 'Not X, but Y! ' were present. In a number of cases the 
negatedd part was missing, but the context provided enough information to allow the 
conclusionn that some piece of information was implicitly contradicted: '(not X,) but Y! \ 

Iff  the attestations are listed in abstract form, a pattern emerges. With both members 
explicitlyy mentioned or paraphrased: 

ex. . 
8.36 6 
8.37 7 
8.38 8 
8.39 9 
8.40a a 
8.40b b 
8.41 1 
8.42 2 
8.44 4 
8.45 5 
8.46 6 
8.47 7 

wordorder r 

nu nu 
nu nu 
nu-kan nu-kan 
nu-lO-kan nu-lO-kan 
nu-10-kan nu-10-kan 
nu-O-za nu-O-za 
nu nu 
nu-wa nu-wa 
nu nu 
nu-S-za nu-S-za 
n-S n-S 

O O 
S S 
Loc c 

Abl l 

NomP P 
O O 
Source e 

10 0 

Loc c 

LocA A 

S S 

s s 
10 0 

s s 
s s 
s s 
s s 
s s 
0 0 
0 0 
G G 
10 0 

NomPred d 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
Neg+V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 

Tablee 8.10: With both members expressed or paraphrased: 'not X, but Y' 

Withh an implicit negation: 

8.48 8 
8.49 9 
8.50 0 
8.51 1 
8.52 2 
8.53 3 
8.54 4 
8.55 5 
8.57 7 
8.58 8 
8.59a a 
8.59b b 
8.60 0 
8.61 1 

apun-za apun-za 

ta-z ta-z 
nu nu 
nu-S-san nu-S-san 
nu-za nu-za 
nu nu 
nu nu 
nu nu 
nu-wa-kan nu-wa-kan 
nu-kan nu-kan 
nu nu 
nu nu 
nunu man 

O+O O 

Adv v 
S-yaS S-yaS 

s s 
s s 
s s 
s s 
10 0 
0 0 

Advv Loc S 
Locc Loc 0 
[O+O] ] 

S S 
Loc c 
0 0 
S S 

s s 
IO+LA A 
0 0 
[S+S] ] 

s s 
Abl l 

V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
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8.62 2 
8.67 7 
8.68 8 
8.69 9 

nunu man 
nu nu 
nu nu 
V-S S 

IO O 

IO O 

s s 
o o 
o o 
s s 

Advv O+V 
V V 
V V 

Tablee 8.11: With only one member expressed: '(not X,) but Y' 

Andd combining with the adjectively used apa-: 

8.43 3 
8.56 6 
8.63 3 
8.64 4 
8.65 5 
8.66 6 
8.69 9 
8.71 1 
8.72 2 
8.73a a 
8.73b b 

nu-O-kan nu-O-kan 
nu-wa nu-wa 
nu nu 
nu-kan nu-kan 
nu-O nu-O 
nu nu 
[O-ma[O-ma + O] 
Adv v 
nu nu 
nu-ssan nu-ssan 
nunu V 

S S 
Loc c 

[O+O] ] 
[Loc+Loc] ] 
[O+O] ] 

s s 
IO O 

Loc c 

S S 

IO O 

o o 

[IO+IO] ] 
[G+O] ] 
[O+O] ] 
IO O 
0 0 
Loc c 

[IO+IO] ] 
[O+O] ] 
[S+S] ] 
[IO+IO] ] 

V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
NomPred d 
V V 

Tablee 8.12: Position of restrictors in the implicit '(not X,) but Y' 

Thee tables show that the argument with Replacing Focus occurs in preverbal position, 
irrespectivee of its grammatical or semantic role in the clause. If we only had clauses with 
preverball  object, indirect object or other, the pattern would not deviate from the regular SOV 
wordorder.. However, there are several examples (exx. 8.36, 8.37, 8.39, 8.42, 8.48, 8.54, 8.57, 
8.59b,, 8.60) where the preverbal Subject is preceded by all other arguments, which is highly 
remarkable.. The conclusion must be that the preverbal position is reserved for Replacing 
Focuss in case of topical discourse entities. As we already have seen in Chapter 7, also 
Expandingg Focus has its own place in the Hittite clause, that is, first position after the 
sentencee clitics. 

Somee other examples might be understood better now: 

8.744 KBo 3.34 ii 27-29 (OH/NS narration, CTH 8), ed. Dardano 1997: 52 
kuidaakuidaa LUME $KUS7

 28 ammiiantuszsmus nzus mIsputas-inar maniiahheskizzi 29 

Gl-anGl-an GI^UMBI N \u3s}\assuar GI T̂UKU L  apdtar nzus apas annanut 
Now,, as for their young Chariot-Fighters, Ispudasinar is in charge of them. The arrow, 
thee sharpening-wheel (?), the holding of the weapon, he_ (apas) taught them (= the 
youngg chariot-fighters). 

Thee preverbal subject apa- implies that someone else was supposed to teach the young chariot 
fighters.. And indeed, Suppiuman and Marassa, their original trainers, were punished for some 
mistakess and released of their duty. Therefore we should translate: 'he taught them', or 
paraphrasingg *it is he who (now) taught them'. 

Maybee belonging here too is 

8.755 KBo 15.10+ i 13-18 (MH/MS ritual, Tudhaliya & Nikkalmati, CTH 443), ed. Szabó 
1971:: 14-15 
nunu kissan memai kêzua idalaues 14 [x-]esiiantes EME.yi.A issistazmazas 
((Ziplantaui[as]Ziplantaui[as] l [ki]nuna idalaues EME.yi.A nucuar-zatzkan issaz kuedani 
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[x]-x-x-[t]a[x]-x-x-[t]a  {Zi kinunazua ANA (Zi addestses palhdes 17 [tu\ekkës * ses SIC-
tt  ft 

antesantes misriuantes ais a-pé-ei [S\G5-]in  EME a-pé-el S\G5-anza 
(Hee takes one kurdali-\ essel of dough with <the tongues>,) and speaks as follows: " 
Thesee evil ... tongues: Ziplantawiya has currently made them as evil tongues, she has 
[...]]  them (neut.!) from someone's mouth, (that) Zi! Currently for Zi her adda-s are 
broad,, her members are well (and) perfect, hez (apel) mouth is well, h^r (apel) 
tonguee is well. 

Itt is possible that this construction means that her tongue and mouth is well and not the 
tonguee and mouth of someone else. Indeed it seems that Ziplantawiya has (magically) done 
somethingg to someone's mouth and tongue, which explains that her own mouth and tongue 
aree accompanied by apel but not her other body parts. If my interpretation is correct, then the 
postposedd genitive carries Replacing Focus with the implication: 'Not his mouth, tongue is 
well,, but her's are'. 

Thee subject apa- in the next example also implies that someone else was expected to 
takee care of (?) the deceased: 

8.766 KUB 16.32 ii 24-26 (lateNH oracle, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 569), ed. Van den Hout 
1998:: 180-181 
§§ 24[^VKiiutanzkan URU-an ANA "KïAL̂ U arha ME-anzi 25[n]?an ANA GIDIM 
SUM-anziSUM-anzi mKatapa-DlNGIR-LIM-is karü 26 [u]atarnahhanza nu GIDIM  a-pa-a-as t 
arsul[a]izziarsul[a]izzi § 
Theyy shall take away Kiyuta, the city, from Talmitessub, and give it to the deceased. 
Katapailii  has already been given orders: it is he who will arsulai- the deceased. 

8.7.. Conclusion 

Inn none of the examples in this chapter apa- is needed to clarify some ambiguous referent. In 
almostt all cases the referent of apa- was already the Discourse topic and the Sentence topic in 
thee preceding clause, which means theoretically that one could have done without apa-. But 
givenn that it is there, something else is meant. In all these cases apa- is used to counter some 
assumed/presupposedd opinion possibly held by the Addressee. With very few exceptions this 
counterpresuppositionall  apa- and apa- + -pat occur in preverbal position. When apa-
(withoutt -pat) is used adjectivally, it may occur both before and after the head noun. It seems 
thatt postposed apa- (+ -pat) occurs in a more colloquial language in prayers and a letter in an 
emotionall  context: since pronominal Limiting apa- is preverbal, in colloquial speech also the 
adjectivee became preverbal? It is also possible that postposed apa- is actually the medial 
demonstrativee in Focus. 

Thee particle -pat is contra-expectational, and indicates more often Replacing Focus 
thann Restrictiing Focus in the texts studied here. When it is Replacing, I suggest a translation 
'instead',, when Restricting 'only'. When -pat is used with apa-, the question is how it differs 
fromm preverbal apa-. Combining the results of this chapter, apa- + -pat restricts both a 
predicatee (clause minus subject) and a noun, whereas apa- without -pat only indicates Focus 
onn a noun. The difference of apa- with apa- + -pat is that the negation is often explicit with 
thee former, and if it is not explicit, the negation is immediately derivable from the context. 
Withh apa- + -pat the larger context has to be taken into account including more general (or 
encyclopaedicc knowledge). And finally, apa- + -pat indicates Restricting and Replacing 
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Focus,, while simple apa- is only Replacing. Thus, -pat attached to apa- is a stronger sign of 
Focuss than simply apa-, which is more limited, both in scope and in function. Summarized in 
thee following table: 

scope e 
typee of Focus 
inferencee from context 

apa-apa- + -pat 
nounn and predicate 
Restrictingg and Replacing 
widerr context, general knowledge 

apa-apa-
noun n 
Replacing g 
immediatee context 

Tablee 8.13: The differences between Focal apa- + -pat and Focal apa-. 

Ass last remark on the chronological distribution: Limiting apa- with and without -pat is 
attestedd in all language phases. 
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